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ACB / Just ask and that will be that
Asheesh Laroia



Our conversation took place at the last day of the Libre Graphics Meeting 2011 in Montreal, a 
day after the panel ‘How to keep and make productive libre graphics projects?‘. Asheesh had 
responded rather sharply to someone in the audience who remarked that only a very small 
number of women was present at LGM: “Bringing the problem back to gender is avoiding the 
general problem that F/LOSS has with social inclusion“. This statement asked for an 
explanation.

Another good reason to talk to him are the intriguing ‘Interactive training missions’ that he has 
been developing as part of the OpenHatch.org project. I wanted to know more about the tutorials 
he develops; why he decided to work on ‘story manuals’ that explain how to report a bug or how 
to work with version control.

Asheesh Laroia is someone who realizes that most of the work that makes projects successful is 
hidden underneath the surface. He volunteered his technical skills for the UN in Uganda, the 
EFF, and Students for Free Culture, and is a Developer in Debian. Today, he lives in Somerville, 
MA, working on OpenHatch.org. He speaks about his ideas to audiences at international 
F/LOSS conferences.

Bending culture
Asheesh Laroia (AL): The Interactive training missions are really linked to the background of 
the Open Hatch project itself. I started working on it because to my mind, one of the biggest 
reasons that people do not participate in free software projects, is that they either don’t know 
how or don’t feel included.
There is a lot you have to know to be a meaningful contributor to free software and I think that 
one of the major obstacle for getting that knowledge, and I am being a bit sloppy with the use of 
the term maybe, is how to understand a conversation on a bug-tracker for example. This is not 
something you run into in college, learning computer science or any other discipline. In fact, it is 
an almost anti-academic type of knowledge. Bug tracker conversations are ‘just people talking’, 
a combination of a comment thread on a blog and actual planning documents. There’s also tools 
like version control, where close to no one learns about in college. There is something like the 
culture of participating in mailing-lists and chatting on IRC… what people will expect to hear 
and what people are expecting from you.
For people like me that have been doing all these things for years, it feels very natural and it is 
very easy to forget all the advantages I have in this regard. But a lot of the ways people get to the 
point where I am now involves having friends that help out, like “Hey, I asked what I thought 
was a reasonable question on this mailing list and I did not get any answer or what they said 
wasn’t very helpful“. At this stage, if you are lucky, you have a friend that helps you stay in the 
community. If you don’t, you fall away and think “I’m not going to deal with this, I don’t 
understand“.
So, the training missions are designed to give you the cultural experience and the tool familiarity
in an automated way. You can stay in the community even when you don’t have a friend, 
because the robot will explain you what is going on.
Femke Snelting (FS): So how do you ‘harvest’ this cultural information? And how do you bring 
it into your tool?
AL: There is some creative process in what I call ‘writing the plot’; this is very linear. Each 
training mission is usually between three and fifteen minutes long so it is OK to have them be 
linear. In writing the plot, you just imagine what would it take a new contributor to understand 
not only what to do, but also what a ‘normal community member’ would know to do. The 
different training missions get this right to different extents.
FS: How does this type of knowledge form, you think? Did you need to become a kind of 
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anthropologist of free software? How do you know you teach the right thing?
AL: I spend a lot of time both working with and thinking about new contributions to free 
software. Last September I organized a workshop to teach computer science students how to get 
involved in Open Source. And I have also been teaching inter-personally, in small groups, for ten 
or eleven years. So I use the workshops to test the missions and than I simply ask what works. 
But it is tough to evaluate the training missions through workshops because the workshops are 
intended to be more interpersonal. I definitely had positive feedback, but we need more, 
especially from people that have been two or three years involved in the free software 
community, because they understand what it feels like to be part of a community but they may 
still feel somewhat unsure about whether they have everything and still remember what was 
confusing to learn.
FS: I wasn’t actually asking about how successful the missions are in teaching the culture free 
software … I wanted to know how the missions learn from this culture?
AL: So far the plots are really written by me, in collaboration with others. We had one more 
recent contribution on git written by someone called Mark Freeman who is involved in the 
OpenHatch project. It did not have so much community discussion but it was also pretty good 
from the start. So I basically try to dump what is in my head?
FS: I am asking you about this, thinking about a session we once organized at Samedies, a 
woman-and-free-software group from Brussels. We had invited someone to come talk to us 
about using IRC on the command-line and she was discussing etiquette. She said: “On IRC you 
should never ask permission before asking a question“. This was the kind of cultural knowledge 
she was teaching us and I was a bit puzzled … you could also say that this lack of social 
interfacing on IRC is a problem. So why replicate that?
AL: In Debian we have a big effort to check the quality of packages and maintaining that 
quality, even if the developer goes away. It is called the ‘Debian QA project’ and there’s an IRC 
channel linked to that called #debian-qa. Some of the people on that channel like to say hello to 
each other and pay attention when other people are speaking, and others said “stop with all the 
noise“. So finally, the people that liked saying hello moved to another channel: #debian-sayhi.
FS: Meaning the community has made explicit how it wants to be spoken to?
AL: The point I am trying to make here, is that I am agreeing to part of what you are saying, that 
these norms are actually flexible. But what I am further saying, is that these norms are actually 
being bent.

Things that could be reasonable
FS: I would like to talk about the new mission on bug reporting you said you were working on, 
and how that is going. I find bug reports interesting because if they’re good, they mix 
observation and narration, which asks a lot from the imagination of both the writer and the 
reader of the report; they need to think themselves in each others place: What did I expect that 
would happen? What should have happened? What could have gone wrong? Would you say your 
interactive training missions are a continuation of this collective imaginary work?
AL: A big part of that sort of imagination is understanding the kinds of things that could be 
reasonable. So this is where cultural knowledge comes in. If you program in C or even if you 
just read about C, you understand that there is something called ‘pointers’ and something called 
‘segfaults’ and if your program ends in that way, that is not a good thing and you should report a 
bug. This requires an imagination on the side of the person filing the bug.
The training missions give people practice in seeing these sorts of things and understand how 
they could work. To build a mental model, even if it is fuzzy, that has enough of the right 
components so they can enter in discussion and imagine what happened.



Mixed feelings
AL: I have mixed feelings about using ‘gender’ as an important characteristic when considering 
how to grow our communities. It is not a bad idea maybe, and I am working on projects that are 
related to this as well, but I think it permits a misunderstanding of the problem and puts things in 
an awkward space, especially when the issue is addressed in a room primarily filled by men and 
only a few woman. Is what the men say sort of judge-able by the few women in the room? Are 
they speaking to the women that are not in the room? It becomes all very tenuous and confusing 
what you can or should say or do. We can skip this by understanding the real issue, which is 
community inclusiveness.
Of course when there are real issues such as groping at conferences, or making people feel 
unwelcome because they are shown slides of half-naked people that look like them … that is 
actually a gender issue and that needs to be addressed. But the example I gave was: “Where are 
the Indians, where are the Asians in our community?” This is still a confusing question, but not 
awkward.
FS: Why is it not awkward?
AL: (laughs) As I am an Indian person … you might not be able to tell from the transcription?
It is an easy thing to do, to make generalizations of categories of people based on visible 
characteristics. Even worse, is to make generalizations about all individual people in that class. 
It is really easy for people in the free software community to subconsciously think there are no 
women in the room “because women don’t like to program“, while we know that is really not 
true. I like to bring up the Indian people as an example because there are obviously a bunch of 
programmers in India … the impression that they can’t program, can’t be the reason they are 
excluded.
FS: But in a way that is even more awkward?
AL: Well, maybe I don’t feel it is that awkward because I see how to fix it, and I even see how to 
fix both problems at the same time.
AL: In free software we are not hungry for people in the same way that corporate hiring 
departments are. We limp along and sometimes one or two or three people join our project per 
year as if by magic and we don’t know how and we don’t try to understand how. Sometimes 
external entities such as Google Summer of Code cause many many more show up at the 
doorstep of our projects, but because they are so many they don’t get any skills for how to grow.
When I co-ran this workshop at the computer science department at the University of 
Pennsylvania on how to get involved in open source, we were flooded with applicants. They 
were basically all feeling enthusiastically about open source but confused about how to get 
involved. 35% of the attendees were women, and if you look at the photos you’ll see that it 
wasn’t just women we were diverse on, there were lots of types of people.
That’s a kind of diversity-neutral outreach we need. It is a self-empowerment outreach: ‘you will 
be cooler after this, we teach you how to do stuff’ and not ‘we need you to do what we want you 
to do’, which is the hiring-kind of outreach.
FS: And why do you think free software doesn’t usually reach out in this way? Why does the 
F/LOSS community have such a hard time becoming more diverse?
AL: The F/LOSS community has problems getting more people AND being more diverse. To 
me, those are the same problems. If we would hand out flyers to people with a clear message 
saying for example: here is this nice vector drawings program called Inkscape. Try it out and if 
you want to make it even better, come to this session and we’ll show you how. If you send out 
this invitation to lots of people, you’ll reach more of them and you’ll reach more diverse people. 
But the way we do things right now, is that we leave notes on bug trackers saying: “help 
wanted”. The people that read bug trackers, also know how to read mailing lists. To get to that 
point, they most likely had help from their friends. Their friends probably looked like them, and 
there you have a second or third degree diversity reinforcement problem.
But leaving gender diversity and race diversity aside, it is such a small number of people!



The How-To-Contribute page
FS: So, to break that cycle you say there is a need to externalize knowledge … like you are 
doing with the Open Hatch project and with your project Debian for Shy People? To not only 
explain how things technically work, but also how they function socially?
AL: I don’t know about externalizing … I think I just want to grow our community. But when I 
feel more radical, I’d say we should just not write “How to contribute” pages anymore. Put a 
giant banner there instead saying: “This is such a fun project, come hang out with us on IRC… 
every Sunday at 3PM”. Five or ten people might show up, and you will be able to have an 
individual conversation. Quickly you’ll cross a boundary … where you are no longer 
externalizing knowledge, but simply treat them as part of your group.
The Fedora Design Bounties are a big shining example for me. Maírín Duffy has been writing 
blog posts about three times a year: “We want you to join our community and here is something 
specific we want you to do. If you get it right, the prize is that you are part of our community.” 
The person that you get this way will stick around because he or she came to join the 
community.
FS: And not because you sent a chocolate cake?
AL: Not for the chocolate cake, and also not for the 5000$ that you get over the course of a 
Google summer of code project. So, I question whether it is worth spending any time on a 
wiki-page explaining “How to- contribute” when instead you could attract people one by one, 
with a 100% success-rate.
FS: Writing a ‘How to contribute’ page does force teams to reflect on what it takes to become 
part of their community?
AL: Of course that is true. But compared to standing at a job-fair talking to people about their 
resume, ‘How to contribute’ pages are like anonymous, impersonal walls of text that are not 
meant to create communication necessarily. If we keep focusing on communicating at this scale, 
we miss out on the opportunity to make the situation better for individual people that are likely 
to help us.

Patience is valuable
FS: I feel that the free software community is quite busy with efficiency. When you emphasize 
the importance of individual dialogue, it sounds like you propose a different angle, even when 
this in the end has the desired effect of attracting more loyal and reliable contributors.
AL: It is amazing how valuable patience is.
FS: You talked about Paul, the guy that stuck around on the IRC channel saying hi to people and 
than only later started contributing patches after having seen two or three people going through 
the process. You said: “If we had implied that this person would only be welcome when he was 
useful … we would have lost someone that would be useful in the future“.
AL: The obsession with usefulness is a kind of elitism. The Debian project leader once made this 
sort of half-joke where he said: “Debian developers expect new Debian contributors to appear 
as fully formed, completely capable Debian developers“. That is the same kind of elitism that 
speaks from “You can’t be here until you are useful“. By the way, the fact that this guy was some 
kind of cheerleader was awesome. The number of patches we got because he was standing there 
being friendly, was meaningful to other contributors, I am sure of it. The truth is … he was 
always useful, even before he started submitting patches. Borrowing the word ‘useful’ from the 
most extreme code-only definition, in the end he was even useful by that definition. He had 
always been useful.
FS: So it is an obsession with a certain kind of usefulness?
AL: Yes.
FS: It is nice to hear you bring up the value of patience. OSP uses the image of a frog as their 
logo, a reference to the frog from the fairy tale ‘The frog and the princess’. Engaging with free 
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software is a bit like kissing a frog; you never know whether it will turn into a prince before you 
have dared to love it! To OSP it is important not to expect that things will go the way you are 
used to … A suspension of disbelief?
A: Or hopefulness! I had a couple of magic moments … one of the biggest magic moments for 
me was when I as a high school student e-mailed the Linux kernel list and than I got a response! 
My file system was broken, and fsck-tools were crashing. So I was at the end of what I could do 
and I thought: let’s ask these amazing people. I ended up in a discussion with a maintainer who 
told me to submit this bug-report, and use these dump tools … I did all these things and 
compiled the latest version from version control because we just submitted a patch to it. By the 
end of the process I had a working file system again. From that moment on I thought: these 
magic moments will definitely happen again.

Just ask and that will be that
FS: If you want magic moments, than streamlining the communication with your community 
might not be your best approach?
A: What do you mean by that?
FS: I was happy to find a panel on the program of LGM that addressed how this community 
could grow. But than I felt a bit frustrated by the way people were talking about it. I think the 
user- and developer communities around Libre Graphics are relatively small, and all people 
actually ask for, is dialogue. There seems to be lots of concern about how to connect, and what 
tools to use for that. The discussion easily drifts into self-deprecating statements such as: “our 
website is not up-to-date” or “we should have a better logo” or “if only our documentation 
would be better“. But all of this seems more about putting off or even avoiding the conversation.
AL: Yes, in a way it is. I think that ‘conversations’ are the best, biggest thing that F/LOSS has to 
offer its users, in comparison with proprietary software. But a lot of the behavioral habits we 
have within F/LOSS and also as people living in North America, is derived from what we see 
corporations doing. We accept this as our personal strategies because we do not know any 
alternatives. The more I say about this, the more I sound like a hippie but I think I’ll have to take 
the risk (laughs).
If you go to the Flash website, it tells you the important things you need to know about Flash, 
and than you click download. Maybe there is a link to a complex survey that tries to gather data 
en masse of untold millions of users. I think that any randomly chosen website of a Libre 
Graphics project will look similar. But instead it could say when you click download or run the 
software … “we’re a bunch of people … why don’t you come talk to us on IRC?”
There are a lot people that are not in the conversation because nobody ever invited them. This is 
why I think about diversity in terms of outreach, not in terms of criticizing existing figures. If in 
some alternate reality we would want to build a F/LOSS community that exists out of 90% 
women and 10% men, I bet we could do it. You just start with finding a college student at a 
school that has a good Computer Science program … she develops a program with a bunch of 
her friends … she puts up flyers in other colleges … You could do this because there are 
relatively so little programmers in the world busy with developing F/LOSS that you can almost 
handpick the diversity content of your community. Between one and a thousand … you could do 
that. There are 6 million thousand people on this planet and the amount of people NOT doing 
F/LOSS is enormous. Don’t wring your hands about “where are the women“. Just ask them to 
join and that will be that!



ACB / Even when you are done, 
you are not done
Chris Lilley



Almost a year ago at the Libre Graphics Meeting 2008, OSP sat down with Chris 
Lilley on a small patch of grass in front of the Technical University in Wroclaw, 
Poland. Warmed up by the early May sun, we talked about the way standards are 
made, how 'specs' influence the work of designers, programmers and managers 
and how this process is opening up to voices from outside the W3C.

Chris Lilley is trained as a biochemist, and specialised in the application of 
biological computing. He has been involved with the World Wide Web Consortium 
since the 1990's, headed the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) working group and 
currently looks after two W3C activity areas: graphics, including PNG, CGM, 
graphical quality, and fonts, including font formats, delivery, and availability of font 
software. 

Femke Snelting (FS): I would like to ask you about the way standards are made... I 
think there's a relation between the way Free, Libre and Open Source Software 
works, and how standards work. But I am particularly interested in your 
announcement in your talk  today that you want to make the process of defining 
the SVG standard a public process?

Chris Lilley (CL): Right. So, there's a famous quote that says that standards are like 
sausages. Your enjoyment of them is improved by not knowing how they're made1.  
And to some extent, depending on the standards body and depending on what 
you're trying to standardize, the process can be very messy. If you were to describe 
W3C as a business proposition, it has got to fail. You're taking companies who all 
have commercial interests, who are competing and you're putting them in the 
same room and getting them to talk together and agree on something. Oddly, 
sometimes that works! You can sell them the idea that growing the market is more 
important and is going to get them more money.
 
The other way... is that you just make sure that you get the managers to sign, so 
that their engineers can come and discuss standards, and then you get the 
engineers to talk and the managers are out of the way. Engineers are much more 
forthcoming, because they are more interested in sharing stuff because engineers 
like to share what they're doing, and talk on a technical level. The worst thing is to 
get the managers involved, and even worse is to get lawyers involved. W3C does 
actually have all those three in the process. “Shall we do this work or not” is a 
managerial level that's handled by the W3C advisory committee, and that's where 
some people say “No, don't work on that area” or “We have patents” or “This is a 
bad idea” or whatever. But often it goes through and then the engineers basically 
talk about it.

Occasionally there will be patents disclosed, so the W3C also has a process for that. 
The first things are done are the 'charters.' The charter says what the group is 
going to work on a broad scope. As soon as you've got your first draft, that further 
defines the scope, but it also triggers what it's called an exclusion opportunity, 
which basically gives the companies I think ninety days to either declare that they 
have a specific patent and say what it's number is and say that they exclude it, or 
not. And if they don't, they've just given a royalty-free license to whatever is 
needed to implement that spec. The interesting thing is that if they give the 
royalty-free license they don't have to say which patents they're licensing. Other 
standards organizations build up a patent portfolio, and they list all these patents 
and they say what you have to license. W3C doesn't do that, unless they've 
excluded it which means you have to work around it or something like that. Based 
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on what the spec says, all the patents that have been given, are given. The 
engineers don't have to care. That's the nice thing. The engineers can just work 
away, and unless someone waves a red flag, you just get on with it, and at the end 
of the day, it's a royalty-free specification.

FS: But if you look at the SVG standard, you could say that it's been quite a bumpy 
road ...  What kind of work do you need to do to make a successful standard?

CL: Firstly, you need to agree on what you're building, which isn't always firm and 
sometimes it can change. For example, when SVG was started the idea was that it 
would be just static graphics. And also that it would be animated using scripts, 
because with dynamic HTML and whatever,  this was '98, we were like: “OK, we're 
going to use scripting to do this.” But when we put it out for a first round of 
feedback, people were like “No! No, this is not good enough. We want to have 
something declarative. We don't want to have to write a script every time we want 
something to move or change color.” Some of the feedback, from Macromedia for 
example was like “No, we don't think it should have this facility,” but it quickly 
became clear why they were saying that and what technology they would rather 
use instead for anything that moved or did anything useful... We basically said 
“That's not a technical comment, that's a marketing comment, and thank you very 
much.”

FS: Wait a second. How do you make a clear distinction between marketing and 
technical comments?

CL: People can make proposals that say “We shouldn't work on this, we shouldn't 
work on that,” but they're evaluated at a technical level. If it's “Don't do it like that 
because it's going to break as follows, here I demonstrate it” then that's fine. If 
they're like “Don't do it because that competes with my proprietary product” then 
it's like “Thanks for the information, but we don't actually care.” It's not our 
problem to care about that. It's your problem to care about that.

Part of it is sharing with the working group and getting the group to work together, 
which requires constant effort, but it's no different from any sort of managerial or 
trust company type thing. There's this sort of encouragement in it that at the end of 
the day you're making the world a better place. You're building a new thing and 
people will use it and whatever. And that is quite motivating. You need the 
motivation because it takes a lot longer than you think. You build the first spec and 
it looks pretty good and you publish it and you smooth it out a bit, put it out for 
comments and you get a ton of comments back. People say “If you combine this 
with this with this then that's not going to work.” And you go “Is anyone really 
going to do that?” But you still have to say what happens. The computer still has to 
know what happens even if they do that. 
Ninety percent of the work is after the first draft, and it's really polishing it down. In 
the W3C process, once you get to a certain level, you take it to what is 
euphemistically called the 'last call.' This is a term we got from the IETF2. It actually 
means 'first call' because you never have just one. It's basically a formal round of 
comments. You log every single comment that's been made, you respond to them 
all, people can make an official objection if you haven't responded to the comment 
correctly etcetera. Then you publish a list of what changes you've made as a basis 
of that.

FS: What part of the SVG standardization process would you like to make public?

2 The Internet Engineering Task Force, http://www.ietf.org/



CL: The part that I just said has always been public. W3C publishes specifications on 
a regular basis, and these are always public and are freely available. The comments 
are made in public and responded to in public. What hasn't been public has been 
the internal discussions of the group. Sometimes it can take a long time if you've 
got a lot of comments to process or if there's a lot of argumentation in the group: 
people not agreeing on the direction to go, it can take a while. From the outside it 
looks like nothing is happening. Some people like to follow this at a very detailed 
level, and blog about it, and blablabla. Overtime, more and more working groups 
have become public. The SVG group just recently got re-charted and it's now a 
public group. All of its minutes are public. We meet for ninety minutes twice a week 
on a telephone call. There's an IRC log of that and the minutes are published from 
that, and that's all public now3.

FS: Could you describe such a ninety minute meeting for us?

CL: There are two chairs. I used to be the chair for eight years or so, and then I 
stepped down. We've got two new chairs. One of them is Erik Dahlström from 
Opera, and one of them is Andrew Emmons from Bitflash. Both are SVG 
implementing companies. Opera on the desktop and mobile, and Bitflash is just on 
mobile. They will set out an agenda ahead of time and say “We will talk about the 
following issues.” We have an issue tracker, we have an action tracker which is also 
now public. They will be going through the actions of people saying “I'm done” and 
discussing whether they're actually done or not. Particular issues will be listed on 
the agenda to talk about and to have to agree on, and then if we agree on it and 
you have to change the spec as a result, someone will get an action to change that 
back to the spec. The spec is held into CVS so anyone in the working group can edit 
it and there is a commit log of changes. When anyone accidentally broke something 
or trampled onto someone else's edit, or whatever -which does happen- or if it 
came as the result of a public comment, then there will be a response back saying 
we have changed the spec in the following way... “Is this acceptable? Does this 
answer your comment?”

FS: How many people do take part in such a meeting?

CL: In the working group itself there are about 20 members and about 8 or so who 
regularly turn up, every week for years. You know, you lose some people over time. 
They get all enthusiastic and after 2 years, when you are not done, they go off and 
do something else, which is human nature. But there have been people who have 
been going forever. That's what you need actually in a spec, you need a lot of 
stamina to see it through. It is a long term process. Even when you are done, you 
are not done because you've got errata, you've got revisions, you've got requests 
for new functionalities to make it into the next version and so on. 

FS: On the one hand you could say every setting of a standard is a violent process, 
some organisation forcing a standard upon others, but the process you describe is 
entirely based on consensus.

CL: There's another good quote. Tim Berners Lee was asked why W3C works by 
consensus, rather than by voting and he said: “W3C is a consensus-based 
organisation because I say so, damn it”4 That's the Inventor of the Web, you know... 

3 Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) Feedback Page: 
 http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/feedback.html

4 “Consensus is a core value of W3C. To promote consensus, the W3C process requires 
Chairs to ensure that groups consider all legitimate views and objections, and endeavor 

http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/feedback.html


(laughs) If you have something in a spec because 51% of the people thought it was 
a good idea, you don't end up with a design, you end up with a bureaucratic type 
decision thing.  So yes, the idea is to work by consensus. But consensus is defined 
as: 'no articulated dissent' so someone can say “abstain” or whatever and that's 
fine. But we don't really do it on a voting basis, because if you do it like that, then 
you get people trying to make voting blocks and convince other people to vote their 
way... it is much better when it is done on the basis of a technical discussion, I 
mean... you either convince people or you don't.

FS: If you read about why this kind of work is done... you find different arguments. 
From enhancing global markets to: 'in this way, we will create a better world for 
everyone'. In Tim Berners-Lee's statements, these two are often mixed. If you for 
example look at the DIN standards, they are unambiguously put into the world as to 
help and support business. With Web Standards and SVG, what is your position?

CL: Yes. So, basically... the story we tell depends on who we are telling it to and 
who is listening and why we want to convince them. Which I hope is not as 
duplicitous as it may sound. Basically, if you try to convince a manager that you 
want 20% time of an engineer for the coming two years, you are telling them things 
to convince them. Which is not untrue necessarily, but that is the focus they want. 
If you are talking to designers, you are telling them how that is going to help them 
when this thing becomes a spec, and the fact that they can use this on multiple 
platforms, and whatever.

Remember: when the web came out, to exchange any document other than plain 
text was extremely difficult. It meant exchanging word processor formats, and you 
had to know on what platform you were on and in what version. The idea that you 
might get interoperability, and that the Mac and the PC could exchange characters 
that were outside ASCII was just pie in the sky stuff. When we started, the whole 
interoperability and cross-platform thing was pretty novel and an untested idea 
essentially. Now it has become pretty much solid.

We have got a lot of focus on disabled accessibility, and also internationalization 
which is if you like another type of accessibility. It would be very easy for an 
organisation like W3C, which is essentially funded by companies joining it, and 
therefore they come from technological countries... it would be very easy to focus 
on only those countries and then produce specifications that are completely 
unusable in other areas of the world. Which still does sometimes happen. This is 
one of the useful things of the W3C. There is the internationalization review, and an 
accessibility review and nowadays also a mobile accessible review to make sure it 
does not just work on desktops.

Some organisations make standards basically so they can make money. Some of 
the ISO5 standards, in particular the MPEG group, their business model is that you 
contribute an engineer for a couple of years, you make a patent portfolio and you 
make a killing off licensing it. That is pretty much to keep out the people who were 
not involved in the standards process. Now, W3C takes quite an opposite view. The 
Royalty free license6 for example, explicitly says: royalty free to all. Not just the 

to resolve them, whether these views and objections are expressed by the active 
participants of the group or by others (e.g., another W3C group, a group in another 
organization, or the general public).” General Policies for W3C Groups:  
http://www.w3.org/2005/10/Process-20051014/policies#Consensus

5 “International Standards for Business, Government and Society” International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO), http://www.iso.org

6 “Overview and Summary of W3C Patent Policy” 



companies who were involved in making it, not just companies, but anyone. 
Individuals. Open Source Projects. So, the funding model of the W3C is that 
members pay money, and that pays our salaries, basically. We have a staff of 60 
odd or so, and that's where our salaries come from, which actually makes us quite 
different from a lot of other organisations. IETF is completely volunteer based so 
you don't know how long something is going to take. It might be quick, it might be 
20 years, you don't know. ISO is a national body largely, but the national bodies are 
in practice companies who represent that nation. But in W3C, it's companies who 
are paying to be members. And therefore, when it started there was this idea of 
secrecy. Basically, giving them something for their money. That's the trick, to make 
them believe they are getting something for their money. A lot of the ideas for W3C 
came from the X Consortium7 actually, it is the same people who did it originally. 
And there, what the meat was... was the code. They would develop the code and 
give it to the members of the X Consortium three months before the public got it 
and that was their business benefit. 
So that is actually where our 'three month rule' comes from. Each working group 
can work for three months but then they have to go public, have to publish. 'The 
heartbeat rule', we call it now. If you miss several heartbeats then you're dead. But 
at the same time if you're making a spec and you're growing the market then 
there's a need for it to be implemented. There's an implementation page where you 
encourage people to implement, you report back on the implementations, you 
make a test suite, you show that every feature in the spec that there's a test for... 
at least two implementations pass it. You're not showing that everyone can use it at 
that stage. You're showing that someone can read the spec and implement it.  If 
you've been talking to a group of people for four years, you have a shared 
understanding with them and it could be that the spec isn't understandable without 
that. The implementation phase lets you find out that people can actually 
implement it just by reading the spec. And often there are changes and 
clarifications made at that point.

Obviously one of the good ways to get something implemented is to have Open 
Source people do it and often they're much more motivated to do it. For them it's 
cool when it is new, “If you give me this new feature it's great we'll do it” rather 
than: “Well that doesn't quite fit into our product plans until the next quarter” and 
all that sort of stuff. Up until now, there hasn't really been a good way for the open 
source people to get involved. They can comment on specs but they're not involved 
in the discussions. That's something we're trying to change by opening up the 
groups, to make it easier for an open source group to contribute on an ongoing 
basis if they want to. Right from the beginning part, to the end where you're 
polishing the tiny details in the corner.

FS:  I think the story of web fonts shows how an involvement of the Open Source 
people could have made a difference.

CL: When web fonts were first designed, essentially you had Adobe and Apple 
pushing one way, Bitstream pushing the other way, both wanting W3C to make 
their format the one and only official web format, which is why you ended up with a 
mechanism to point to fonts without saying what format was required. And than 
you had the Netscape 4, which pointed off to a Bitstream format, and you had IE4 
which pointed off to this Embedded Open Type (EOT) format. If you were a web 

http://www.w3.org/2004/02/05-patentsummary.html
7 “The purpose of the X Consortium was to foster the development, evolution, and 

maintenance of the X Window System, a comprehensive set of vendor-neutral, 
system-architecture neutral, network-transparent windowing and user interface 
standards.” http://www.x.org/wiki/XConsortium



designer, you had to have two different tools, one of which only worked on a Mac, 
and one of which only worked on PC, and make two different fonts for the same 
thing. Basically people wouldn't bother.

As Hakon8 mentioned the only people who do actually use that right now really, are 
countries where the local language is not well provided for by the Operating 
Systems.  Even now, things like WindowsXP and MacOSX don't fully support some 
of the Indian languages. But they can get it into web pages by using these 
embedded fonts. Actually the other case where it has been used a lot, is SVG, not 
so much on the desktop though it does get used there but on mobiles. On the 
desktop you've typically got 10 or 20 fonts and you got a reasonable coverage. On 
a mobile phone, depending on how high or low ended it is, you might have a single 
font, and no bold, and it might even be a pixel-based font. And if you want to start 
doing text that skews and swirls, you just can't do that with a pixel-based based 
font. So you need to download the font with the content, or even put the font right 
there in the content just so that they can see something.

FS:  I don't know how to talk about this, but... envisioning a standard before having 
any concrete sense of how it could be used and how it could change the way people 
work... means you also need to imagine how a standard might change, once people 
start implementing it?

CL: I wouldn't say that we have no idea of how it's going to work. It's more a case 
that there are obvious choices you can make, and then not so obvious choices. 
When work is started, there's always an idea of how it would fit in with a lot of 
things and what it could be used for. It's more the case that you later find that 
there are other things that you didn't think of that you can also use it for. Usually it 
is defined for a particular purpose and than find that it can also do these other 
things.

Pierre Huyghebaert (PH): Isn't it so that sometimes, in that way, something that is 
completely marginal, becomes the most important?

CL: It can happen, yes.

Nicolas Malevé (NM): For me, SVG is a good example of that. As I understood it, it 
was planned to be a format for the web. And as I see it today, it's more used on the 
desktop. I see that on the Linux desktop, for theming, most internals are using SVG. 
We are using Inkscape for SVG to make prints. On the other hand, browsers are 
really behind.

CL: Browsers are getting there. Safari has got reasonably good support. Opera has 
got very good support. It really has increased a lot in the last couple of years. 
Mozilla Firefox less so. It's getting there. They've been at it for longer, but it also 
seems to be going slower. The browsers are getting there. The implementations 
which I showed a couple of days ago, those were mobile implementations. I was 
showing them on a PC, but they were specially built demos. Because they're 
mobile, it tends to move faster.  

NM: But you still have this problem that Internet Explorer is a slow adopter.

CL: Yes, Internet Explorer has not adopted a lot of things. It's been very slow to do 
CSS. It hasn't yet done XHTML, although it has shipped with an XML parser since 

8 Håkon Wium Lie proposed Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) in 1994. 
http://www.w3.org/People/howcome/



IE4. It hasn't done SVG. Now they've got their own thing...  Silverlight. It has been 
very hard to get Microsoft on board and getting them doing things. Microsoft were 
involved in the early part of SVG but getting things into IE has always been difficult. 
What amazes me to some extent, is the fact that it's still used by about 60-70% of 
people. You look at what IE can do, and you look at what all the other browsers can 
do, and you wonder why.  The thing is... it is still a break and  some technologies 
don't get used because people want to make sure that everyone can see them. So 
they go down to the lowest common denominator.  Or they double-implement. 
Implement something for all the other browsers, and implement something 
separate for IE, and than have to maintain two different things in parallel, and 
tracking revisions and whatever. It's a nightmare.  It's a huge economic cost 
because one browser doesn't implement the right web stuff.  

[laughing, sighing]

NM: My question would be: what could you give us as a kind of advice? How could 
we push this adoption where we are working? Even if it only is the people of Firefox 
to adopt SVG?

CL: Bear in mind that Firefox has this thing of Trunk builds and Branch builds and so 
on. For example when Firefox 3 came out, well the Beta is there. Suddenly there's a 
big jump in the SVG stuff because all the Firefox 2 was on the same branch as 1.5, 
and the SVG was basically frozen at that point. The development was ongoing but 
you only saw it when 3 came out. There were a bunch of improvements there. The 
main missing features are the animation and the web fonts and both of those are 
being worked on. It's interesting because both of those were on Acid 3. Often I see 
an acceleration of interest in getting something done because there's a good test. 

The Acid Test9 is interesting because it's a single test for a huge slew of things all at 
once. One person can look at it, and it's either right or it's wrong, whereas the tests 
that W3C normally produces are very much like unit tests. You test one thing and 
there's like five hundred of them. And you have to go through, one after another. 
There's a certain type of person who can sit through five hundred test on four 
browsers without getting bored but most people don't. There's a need for this sort 
of aggregative test. The whole thing is all one. If anything is wrong, it breaks. That's 
what Acid is designed to do. If you get one thing wrong, everything is all over the 
place.  Acid 3 was a submission-based process and like a competition, the SVG 
working group was there, and put in several proposals for what should be in Acid 3, 
many of which were actually adopted. So there's SVG stuff in Acid 3.

FS:  So... who started the Acid Test?

CL: Todd Fahrner designed the original Acid 1 test, which was meant to exercise the 
tricky bits of the box-model in CSS. It ended like a sort Mondrian diagram10, red 
squares, and blue lines and stuff. But there was a big scope for the whole thing to 
fall apart into a train wreck if you got anything wrong. The thing is, a lot of web 
documents are pretty simple. They got paragraphs, and headings and stuff. They 
weren't exercising very much the model. Once you got tables in there, they were 
doing it a little bit more. But it was really when you had stuff floated to one side, 
and things going around or whatever, and that had something floated as well. It 

9 The Acid 3 test: http://acid3.acidtests.org is comprehensive in comparison to more 
detailed, but fragmented SVG tests: 
http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/WG/wiki/Test_Suite_Overview#W3C_Scalable_Vector_Gr
aphics_.28SVG.29_Test_Suite_Overview

10“Acid Test Gallery” http://moonbase.rydia.net/mental/writings/box-acid-test/



was in that sort of case where it was all breaking, where people wouldn't get 
interoperability.  

FS:  It was... The Web Standards Project11 who proposed this?

CL: Yes, that's right.

FS:  It didn't come from a standards body.

CL: No, it didn't come from W3C. The same for Acid 2, Håkon Wium Lie was 
involved in that one. He didn't blow his own trumpet this morning, but he was very 
much involved there. Acid 3 was Ian Hickson, who put that together. It's a bit 
different because a lot of it is DOM scripting stuff. It does something, and then it 
inquires in the DOM to see if it has been done correctly, and it puts that value back 
as a visual representation so you can see. It's all very good because apparently it 
motivates the implementors to do something. It's also marketable. You can have a 
blog posting saying we do 80% of Acid Test. The public can understand that.  The 
people who are interested can go “Oh, that's good”  

FS:  It becomes a mark of quality.

CL: Yes, it's marketing. It's like processor speed in PCs and things. There are so 
much technology in computers, so than what do you market it on? Well it's got that 
clock speed and it's got this much memory. OK, great, cool. This one is better than 
that one because this one's got 4 gigs and that one's got 2 gigs.  It's a lot of other 
things as well, but that's something that the public can in general look at and say 
“That one is better”.  

When I mentioned the W3C process, I was talking about the engineers, managers.  I 
didn't talk about the lawyers, but we do have a process for that as well. We have a 
patent advisory group conformed. If someone has made a claim, and it's disputed 
then we can have lawyers talking among themselves. What we really don't have in 
that is designers, end-users, artists. The trick is to find out how to represent them.

The CSS working group tried to do that. They brought in a number of designers, Jeff 
Veen 12 and these sort of people were involved early on. The trouble is that you're 
speaking a different language, you're not speaking their language. When you're 
having weekly calls... Reading a spec is not bedtime reading, and if you're arguing 
over the fine details of a sentence... (laughing) well, it will put you to sleep straight 
away. Some of the designers are like: “I don't care about this. I only want to use it. 
Here's what I want to be able to do. Make it that I can do that, but get back to me 
when it's done.”

NM: That's why the idea of the Acid Test is a nice breed between the spec and the 
designer. When I was seeing the test this morning, I was thinking that it could be a 
really interesting work to do, not to really implement it but to think about with the 
students. How would you conceive a visual test? I think that this could be a really 
nice workshop to do in a university or in a design academy...  

FS:  It's the kind of reverse-reverse engineering of a standard which could help you 
understand it on different levels. You have to imagine how wild you can go with 

11“The Web Standards Project is a grassroots coalition fighting for standards which ensure 
simple, affordable access to web technologies for all” http://www.webstandards.org/

12 Jeff Veen was a designer at Wired magazine, in those days. 
http://adaptivepath.com/aboutus/veen.php



something. I talk about standards, and read them -not before going to bed- because 
I think that it's interesting to see that while they're quite pragmatic in how they're 
put together, but they have an effect on the practice of, for example, designers. 
Something that I have been following with interest is the concept of separating 
form and content has become extremely influential in design, especially in web 
design. Trained as a pre-web designer, I'm sometimes a bit shocked by the ease 
with which this separation is made.

CL: That's interesting. Usually people say that it's hard or impossible, that you can't 
ever do it. The fact that you're saying that it's easy or that it comes naturally is 
interesting to me.

FS:  It has been appropriated by designers as something they want. That's why it's 
interesting to look at the Web Standards Project where designers really fight for a 
separation of content and form. I think that this is somehow making the work of 
designers quite... boring. Could you talk a bit about how this is done?

CL: It's a continuum. You can't say that something is exactly form or exactly 
presentation because there are gradations. If you take a table, you've already 
decided that you want to display the material in a tabular way. If it's a real table, 
you should be able to transpose it. If you take the rows and columns, and the 
numbers in the middle then it should still work. If you've got 'sales' here and if 
you've got 'regions' there, then you should still be able to transpose that table.  If 
you're just flipping it 90 degrees then you are using it as a layout grid, and not as a 
table. That's one obvious thing. Even then, deciding to display it as a tabular thing 
means that it probably came from a much bigger dataset, and you've just chosen to 
sum all of the sales data over one year. Another one: you have again the sales 
data, you could have it as pie chart, but you could also have it as a bar chart, you 
could have it in various other ways. You can imagine that what you would do is ship 
some XML that has that data, and then you would have a script or something which 
would turn it into an SVG pie chart. And you could have a bar chart, or you could 
also say show me only February. That interaction is one of the things that one can 
do, and arguably you're giving it a different presentational form.  

It's still very much a gradation. It's how much re-styleability remains. You can't ever 
have complete separation. If I'm describing a company, and [1] I want to do a 
marketing brochure, and [2] I want to do an annual report for the shareholders, and 
[3] I want to do an internal document for the engineering team. I can't have the 
same content all over those three and just put styling on it. The type of thing I'm 
doing is going to vary for those audiences, as will the presentation. There's a limit. 
You can't say: here's the überdocument, and it can be styled to be anything. It can't 
be. The trick is to not mingle the style of the presentation when you don't need to. 
When you do need to, you're already halfway down the gradient. Keep them as far 
apart as you can, delay it as late as possible. At some point they have to be 
combined. A design will have to go into the crafting of the wording, how much 
wording, what voice is used, how it's going to fit with the graphics and so on. You 
can't just slap random things together and call it design, it looks like a train wreck. 
It's a case of deferment. It's not ever a case of complete separation. It's a case of 
deferring it and not tripping yourself up.  

Just simple things like bolds and italics and whatever. Putting those in as emphasis 
and whatever because you might choose to have your emphasized words done 
differently. You might have a different font, you might have a different way of doing 
it, you might use letter-spacing, etc. Whereas if you tag that in as italics then 
you've only got italics, right? It's a simple example but at the end of the day you're 



going to have to decide how that is displayed. You mentioned print. In print no one 
sees the intermediate result. You see ink on paper. If I have some Greek in there 
and if I've done that by actually typing in Latin letters on the keyboard and putting 
a Greek font on it and out comes Greek, nobody knows. If it's a book that's being 
translated, there might be some problems. The more you're shipping the electronic 
version around, the more it actually matters that you put in the Greek letters as 
Greek because you will want to revise it. It matters that you have flowing text 
rather than text that has been hand-ragged because when you put in the revisions 
you're going to have to re-rag the entire thing or you can just say re-flow and fix it 
up later. Things like that.  

PH: The idea of time, and the question of delay is interesting. Not how, but when 
you enter to fine-tune things manually. As a designer of books, you're always facing 
the question: when to edit, what, and on what level. For example, we saw this 
morning13 that the idea of having multiple skins is really entering the publishing 
business, as an idea of creativity. But that's not the point, or not the complete 
point. When is it possible to enter the process? That's something that I think we 
have to develop, to think about.  

NM: The other day there was a presentation by Michael Dominic Kostrzewa14 that 
shocked me. He is now working for Nokia, after working for Novell and he was 
explaining how designers and programmers were fighting each other instead of 
fighting the 'real villain', as he said, who were the managers. What was really 
interesting was how this division between content and style was also recouping a 
kind of political or socio-organizational divide within companies where you need to 
assign roles, borders, responsibilities to different people. What was really 
frightening from the talk was that you understood that this division was 
encouraging people not to try and learn from each other's practice. At some point, 
the designer would come to the programmer and say: “In the spec, this is supposed 
to be like this and I don't want to hear anything about what kind of technical 
problems you face.”

PH: Designers as lawyers!

NM: Yes... and the programmer would say: “OK, we respect the spec, but then we 
don't expect anything else from us.” This kind of behaviour in the end, blocks a lot 
of exchange, instead of making a more creative approach possible.

CL: I read about (and this is before skinning became more common) designers 
doing some multimedia things at Microsoft. You had designers and then there were 
coders. Each of them hated the other ones. The coders thought the designers were 
idiots who lived in lofts and had found objects in their ears. The designers thought 
that the programmers were a bunch of socially inept nerds who had no clue and 
never got out in sunlight and slept in their offices. And since they had that dynamic, 
they would never explain to each other (...)

(policeman arrives)

POLICEMAN: Do you speak English?

PH: Yes.

13Andy Fitsimon: Publican, the new Open Source publishing tool-chain (LGM 2008) 
http://media.river-valley.tv/conferences/lgm2008/quicktime/0201-Andy_Fitzsimon.html

14Michael Dominic Kostrzewa. Programmers hell: working with the UI designer (LGM 
2008)



POLICEMAN: You must go from this place because there's a conference.

CL: Yes, we know. We are part of this conference (shows LGM badge).

POLICEMAN: We had a phone call that here's a picnic. I don't really see a picnic... 

PH: We're doing an interview.

POLICEMAN: It looks like a picnic, and professors are getting nervous. You must go 
sit somewhere else. Sorry, it is the rules.

Have a nice day!
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00:00:03,911 -->
So my presentation is about how much the struggle of some people to use typography in their 
languages especially with digital type. Because there is quite a complex set of elements that 
make this universe of digital type.

00:00:37,520 -->
So one of the basic things people do when they want to use their languages, they end up with 
these type of problems down here where some characters are shown, sore aren't, sometimes they 
don't match within the font. Because one font has one of the character they need and then they 
don't. Like here for example this font has the capital letter but not the lower-case letter. So users 
don't really know how to deal with that, they just try different fonts and when they're more 
courageous, they go online and find how to complain about those. And so very often they end up 
just complain to developers --I mean font designers or engineers. And those people try to solve 
those problems as well as they can. But it's pretty hard to find out how to solve them sometimes. 
Adding missing characters is pretty easy but...

00:01:59,759 -->
Ten sometimes you also have language requirements that are very complex. Like here for 
examples, in Polish, you have the ogonek, which is like a little tail, that shows that a vowel is 
nasalized. Most fonts actually have that character and for some languages people are used to 
have that little tail centred and it's quite rare to see a font that has that. So then when font 
designers face that issue they pretty much have to make a choice rather they want to go with one 
tradition or another and if they want to go one way they pretty much are scattered to those 
people. Also you have like problems of how you want to space things differently because this is 
a stacking of different accents -- better called diacritics or diacritical marks. because stacking 
this heigh up often ends up on the line above, so often you have to find solution to make it less 
heavy on a line, and then in some languages they end up instead of stacking them they end 
putting them side by side. which is yet another point where you have to make a choice. 

00:03:55,467 -->
But basically, all these things are based on how type is represented on computers. You used to 
have simple encodings where you had like ASCII the basic Western Latin alphabet and each 
character was represented by bytes. You had those bytes who would represent the character and 
the character could be displayed with different fonts, with different styles, they could meet the 
requirements of different people, and then they made a bunch of different encodings because 
they were a lot of requirements and it's kind of hard to fit all that in ASCII.

00:04:55,127 -->
So often they just had they would start with ASCII and then add specific requirements but then 
they ended up having a lot of different standards because of all the different needs. and so one 
(single byte) of representation would have different meanings and each of these meanings could 
be displayed differently in fonts. But very often when you have old webpages, they are using old 
encodings very often. If your browser is not using the right encoding you would have just jibbish 
displayed because of this chaos of encodings. And so in late 80s, they started thinking about 
those problems and then in the 90s they started working on it with Unicode, a bunch of 
companies got together and worked on a one single unifying standard that would pretty much be 
compatible with all the pre-used standards or the new coming ones. 

00:06:12,541 -->
In Unicode , it's pretty well defined, you have a universal (crude) point to represent, to identify a 
character, and then that character can be displayed with different glyphs depending on the font or 



the style selected. And so with that framework, when you have to have the proper character 
displayed, you pretty much have to the (call) point in a font editor and change the shape of the 
character and it can be displayed properly. And then sometimes there's just no (crude point) for 
the character you need because it hasn't been added, it wasn't in any existing standard or nobody 
has even needed it before or people who needed it just used the old printers and metal type. 

00:07:33,909 -->
So for that, you sort of have to start to deal with Unicode, the organization itself. They have a 
few ways to communicate like the mailing-list, the public (?) and recently they also opened a 
forum where you can ask questions about the characters you need because you might just not 
find them. 

00:07:59,175 -->
I guess you're familiar with the character map. Very often you have an application you can 
access all the characters either all the characters that exist in Unicode or the ones available in the 
font you're using. So it's kind of hard to find what you need actually, most of the time it's... 
because it's organized with a very restrictive set of rules. So most of the time the characters are 
just ordered in the way they're ordered within Unicode, meaning their code point order: like the 
capital A is 41, and then the B is 42, etc. Then the further you go the further you (go) in the 
Unicode blocks and tables. And there, there is a lot of different writing systems. But also 
because Unicode is sort of expanding organically, work is done on one script, and then another 
and then they're coming back to the previous script and adding things, so things are not really in 
a logical order or practical order. Like here for example, the Basic Latin is all the way up there, 
and here you have Latin Extended A, (Conditional) Extended Latin, Latin Extended B, C and D. 
But those are actually quite far apart within Unicode, and each of them can have a different 
set-up, for example, here you have a capital letter that is just alone, and here you have a capital 
letter and a lower-case letter. So when you know what character you want to use sometimes you 
might just find the upper-case and then you have to keep looking for the lower-case, depending 
on the application you're using you might be able to find the information right there: looking at 
here, the lower-case is there so () to find it, it's in the international phonetics alphabet block.

00:10:56,931 -->
Basically when you have a character that you just can't find, you ask the mailing-list or forums 
and people can tell you if there would be a point to include it in Unicode or not. And then if 
you're very motivated, you can try to meet the criterias for inclusion, but for the proper 
inclusion, there has to be a formal proposal, they have a template with questions you can answer, 
you also have to provide proof that the characters you want to add are actually used or have they 
would be used. The criterias are quite complicated because... you have to make sure that this is 
not a glyphic variant, meaning basically the same thing but represented differently. Or just a 
different shape but the same idea, it is still used the same way sort of. and then you also have to 
show that it is actually not a character that already exists because sometimes you just don't know 
it's a variant of another one or sometimes they just want to make it easier and say it's a variant of 
another one even though you don't think it is. Is it sure that it's not just a ligature because 
sometimes ligatures are used as a single character but they're not and sometimes they are. You 
have to provide an actual font with the character so that they can use that in their documentation.

00:13:08,048 -->
FS: How long does it take usually?

DJ: It depends I guess because sometimes they just accept it right away if you provide enough 
proof and if you explain it properly but very often they ask for revisions to the proposals and 



then sometimes it's just rejected because it doesn't meet the criterias. Actually those criterias 
have changed a bit in the past because initially in Unicode you had a... They started with Basic 
Latin and then they started adding the special characters that were used: here for example it's the 
international phonetic alphabet but also all the accented ones... Because initially they figured 
they're used in other encodings and so they just want to be compatible with everything that 
already exists, so they're going to add them. And then they also figured they already all those 
accented characters from other encodings so they're also going to add all the ones they know are 
used even though they were not encoded yet. And so that's why you have like different names 
because they had different policies at the beginning instead of having the same policy as now. So 
they added here a bunch of Latin letters with marks that were used for example in transcription. 
So if you're transcribing Sanskrit for example, you would use some of the characters here. Then 
at some point they realized that this list of accented characters would just get huge, and there 
must be a smarter way to do this. So they figured you could actually just use the parts of those 
characters because they can be broken apart like it's a base letter and it's the marks you add. So 
they actually have a compatibility between () so here you have a single character that can be 
decomposed canonically between the small letter B and a colon dot above. So here you have the 
character for the dot above; it's in the block of the diacritical marks. So here you pretty much 
have all the diacritical marks they thought were useful at some point. At that point, when they 
realized they would end up having thousands of accented characters they figured with this way, 
we can have just any possibility, so from now on, we're just going to say if you want to have an 
accented character that hasn't been encoded already just use the parts that then represent it. And 
some people in 96 for Yoruba, a spoken (??) in Nigeria, made a proposal to add the characters 
with diacritics they needed and Unicode just rejected the proposal because they had this way of 
composing them.

00:16:56,327 -->
FS: So the elements they needed were not already in the toolbox?

DJ: Yes, the elements were, but not the... The encoding parts are there meaning it can be 
represented with Unicode but then software didn't handle properly so it made more sense to the 
Yoruba speakers to have it encoded it in Unicode.

FS: So you could type, but you need to type two characters of course?

DJ: Yes, that's a big problem. The way you type things... Because very often most keyboards are 
based on the old encodings when you have accented characters as single characters so when you 
want to do a sequence of several characters, you actually have to type more or you'd have to 
have a special keyboard layout that allows you to have one key map to several characters. So 
that's technically feasible but it's just a slow process to have all the possibilities. You might have 
one that's very common so developers end up adding it to the keyboard layouts or whatever 
applications they're using. But then other people have different needs and so take the same 
efforts again to have those sequences available.

00:18:33,250 -->
Within Unicode, there is a lot of documentation, but it's quite hard to  find when you're just 
starting, and it's quite technical. Most of it is actually in a book they publish at every new 
version. So that book has a few chapters that describe how Unicode works and how characters 
should work together, what properties they have. And all the differences between scripts are 
relevant. They also have special cases trying to cater to those needs that weren't met or the 
proposals that were rejected. So for example, they have a few examples in the Unicode book: in 
some transcription systems they have this sequence of characters or ligature: this is a T and S 



with a ligature tie and then a dot above. So the ligature tie means that T and S are pronounced 
together and the dot above is err... has a different meaning (laugh). But it has a meaning! But 
because of the way characters work in Unicode, applications actually reorder it whatever you 
type in, it's reordered so that the ligature tie ends up being moved after the dot. So you always 
have this representation because you have the T, there should be the dot, and then there should 
be the ligature tie and then the S. So the T goes first, the dot goes above the T, the ligature tie 
goes above everything and then the S just goes next to the T. And so the way they explain how to 
do this is supposed to do the T, the ligature tie, and then a special diacritical mark that prevents 
any kind of reordering, and then you can add the dot and then you can do the S. So this kind of 
use is great because you have a solution, it's just super hard because you have to type five 
characters instead of... well... four (laugh). But still, most of the libraries that are rendering fonts 
don't handle it properly and then even most fonts don't plan for it, so even if they did anyway the 
libraries wouldn't handle it properly. Then there's other things that Unicode does: because of that 
separation between accents and characters and then the composition you can actually normalize 
the things are ordered. And so you have... This sequence of characters can be reordered into the 
pre-composed one with a circumflex or whatever you have combining marks in the normalized 
order. And so all these things have to be handled somehow in the libraries, in the application or 
the fonts. Then you

00:22:40,479 -->
The documentation of Unicode itself is not prescriptive meaning that the shape the glyphs are 
not set and stone. So you can still have the room to have the style you want, the style your target 
users want. So for example we have different () and different (). So Unicode just has a one shape 
and it's the font designer's choice to have different ones. Unicode is also not about glyphs, it's 
really about how information is represented, how it's displayed. So like here you have two 
characters that are displayed as a ligature: it is actually encoded as one character because of 
previous encodings. But if ever it would be a new case, Unicode wouldn't stake the ligature as a 
single character most probably. So that's the thing with compatibility, here you have two 
different ways of representing the () circumflex, and so the font renderer library should be able 
to position things identically, either on its own or with the information provided in the font. And 
also, it should be the same positioning, as relative positioning, with characters that can only be 
composed.

00:24:29,398 -->
And so all this information is really in a corner there. It's quite rare to find fonts that actually use 
this information to provide to the needs of the people who need those specific features. One of 
the way to implement all those features is with TrueType OpenType and there are also some 
alternatives like Graphite which is a subset of a TrueType OpenType font. But then you need 
your applications to be able to handle Graphite. So the real unique standard is TrueType 
Opentype. It's pretty well documented, it's very technical because it allows to do many things for 
many different writing systems. But the thing is that it's slow to update so if there's a mistake in 
the actual specifications of OpenType, it takes a while before they correct it and before that 
correction shows up in your application. It's quite flexible and one of the big issue it that it has 
its own language code system meaning that some identified languages just can't be identified in 
OpenType so you can't... One of the feature in OpenType is... it's very bold to say but... if I'm 
using Polish, I want this shape, and if I'm using Navajo, I want this shape. That's very cool 
because then you can make one font that's used by Polish speakers and Navajo speakers and they 
don't have to worry about changing fonts as long as they label what they're doing according to 
what languages they're using. But then for languages that are not, that don't have a... Because in 
OpenType you just don't have that option. Because this other standard has a codes for all the 
languages, that's pretty standard, but yet OpenType decided to have its own that's different that 



not, that doesn't have a () relation. And so it's really frustrating because, you have Unicode, and 
you can see here, you can find all the characters in Unicode and it's not organized in a practical 
way: you have to look all around the tables to find the characters that may be used by one 
language and then you have to look around for how to actually use them.

00:27:38,586 -->
It is a real lack of awareness within the font designer community. Because even when they might 
add all the characters you need, they might just not add the positioning, so like here for example 
you have a... when you combine with a circumflex, it just doesn't position well. because that's 
because most of the font designers still work with the old encoding mindset when you have one 
character for one accentuated letter. And it's just hard. Sometimes they just think that following 
the Unicode blocks, the Unicode character charts, is good enough. But then you have problems 
where, like here at the beginning, the capital is in one block and the lower-case is in a different 
block. And then they just work on one block, they just don't do the other because they don't think 
it's necessary, but yet, two cases of the same letter are there, so it would make sense to have 
both.

00:29:01,425 -->
It's hard because when there's very few connections between the Unicode world and the people 
who work on OpenType libraries and how OpenType is handled, and then the font designers and 
then the actual needs of the users. 

00:29:38,888 -->
PM: There is something that ... at the beginning of the presentation that is really surprising 
because you went for the code point of the characters, all your characters are subtitled by their 
code points, but why didn't you use the names because it's kind of the beauty of Unicode to 
name everything, every character.

DJ: Well, actually... the names are quite long, and those are shorter? (laugh) And also, one of the 
() thing about Unicode is that... For () they have this policy where you can't change the names of 
the characters, so they actually have an errata where they realized that "oh shit, we shouldn't 
have named this that, so here's the actual name that makes sense, and the real name is wrong."

FS: Can you give us the link to that document?

DJ: Yeah! 

FS: Pierre refers to the fact that seeing it in the character mappings that each of the glyphs has 
also a description. And those are sometimes so abstract and poetic that this was a start of a work 
from OSP to try to re-imagine actually what shapes would belong to the descriptions. So 
"combining dot above" that's the textual description of the code point. But of course there is 
thousands of them so they come up with the most fantastic gymnastics to try...

DJ: They just added a pile of poo in the last version...

(laughs)

DJ: So that's the proposal... So they have like a whole paragraph explaining the thing and they 
have the characters... And  then you have the description in the Unicode data, the way you could 
represent information about characters. And then you have samples usually... 



00:32:34,179 -->
NM: So when people come in a project like DéjàVu, they have to understand all that to start 
contributing. How does this training or teaching or learning process takes place?

DJ: well usually most people are interested in what they know. so they have this specific need 
and they realize they can add it to DéjàVu, so they learn how to play with FontForge and... After 
a while, what they've done is good so we can use it. Some people find that font and they end up 
adding stuff they're not familiar with. So for example we had Ben doing Arabic, so it was mostly 
just drawing it and then asking for feedback on the mailing list and then we got some feedback, 
we changed some things and then we released it, we got more feedback (laughs) because more 
people complained... So it's a lot of just drawing what you can from resources you can find. Very 
often it's based on other typefaces. But sometimes you're just copying mistakes from other 
typefaces... So eventually it's just the feedback from the users that's really helpful because then 
you know that. well people are using it, trying it, and then you know how to make it better. 

NM: how much do they know, do they need to know from Unicode for instance to be able to get 
started?

DJ: just know where the character has to go, which code point. and then for the other features we 
try to help if we can, if we realize there's something missing. FontForge is quite complex 
because a lot of
the OpenType features FontForge handles very well... It's just really complicated to add them. so 
they actually (don't have to struggle for it) kind of like... some people ask some questions about 
how to actually use these OpenType features, and then we just do it for them, or we do it for 
them and then explain, or we just don't know how to do it (laughs)... which is probably most of 
the cases.

PM: Are you using feature files or the interface of FontForge?

DJ: Ah, just the interface. I guess feature files would actually be easier but sometimes... actually 
some of us use scripts, so instead of a feature file I use scripts, because you allow features.. it 
allow ??? after a while so it's better to do scripts. I guess you could just a script to generate a 
feature file, (still that works still).



ACB / I think the ideas behind it are beautiful  
in my mind
George Williams



OSP: We‘re doing these interviews, as we’re working as designers on OpenSource
G: OK
OSP: With OpenSource tools, as typographers, but often when we speak to developers they say 
“well, tell me what you want,” or they see our interest in what they are doing as a kind of feature 
request or bug report
G: (laughs) Yes
OSP: Of course it’s clear that that’s the way it often works, but for us it’s also interesting to think 
about these tools as really tools, as ways of shaping work, to try and understand how they are 
made or who is making them. It can help us make other things. So this is actually what we want 
to talk about. To try and understand a bit about how you’ve been working on FontForge. 
Because that’s the project you’re working on.
G: OK
OSP: And how that connects to other ideas of tools or tools’ shape that you make. These kind of 
things. So maybe first it’s good to talk about what it is that you make.
G: OK. Well… FontForge is a font editor.
I started playing with fonts when I bought my first Macintosh, back in the early 80s (actually it 
was the mid-80s) and my father studied textual bibliography and looked at the ways the printing 
technology of the Renaissance affected the publication of Shakespeare’s works. And what that 
meant about the errors in the compositions we see in the copies we have left from the 
Renaissance. So my father was very interested in Renaissance printing (and has written books on 
this subject) and somehow that meant that I was interested in fonts.
I’m not quite sure how that connection happened, but it did. So I was interested in fonts. And 
there was this program that came out in the 80s called Fontographer which allowed you to create 
PostScript and later TrueType fonts. And I loved it. And I made lots of calligraphic fonts with it.
OSP: You were… like 20?
G: I was 20~30. Lets see, I was born in 1959, so in the 80s I was in my 20s mostly. And then 
Fontographer was bought up by MacroMedia who had no interest in it. They wanted FreeHand 
which was done by the same company. So they dropped Fon… well they continued to sell 
Fontographer but they didn’t update it. And then OpenType came out and Unicode came out and 
it (Fontographer) didn’t do this right and it didn’t do that right… And I started making my own 
fonts, and I used Fontographer to provide the basis, and I started writing scripts that would add 
accents to latin letters and so on. And figured out the Type1 format so that I could decompose it 
— decompose the Fontographer output so that I could add my own things to it. And then 
Fontographer didn’t do Type0 PostScript fonts, so I figured that out.
And about this time, the little company I was working for, a tiny little startup — we wrote a web 
html editor — where you could sit at your desk and edit pages on the web — it was before 
FrontPage, but similar to FrontPage. And we were bought by AOL and then we were destroyed 
by AOL, but we had stock options from AOL and they went through the roof. So… in the late 
90s I quit.
And I didn’t have to work.
And I went off to Madagascar for a while to see if I wanted to be a primatologist. And… I 
didn’t. There were too many leaches in the rainforest.
OSP: (laughs)
G: So I came back, and I wrote a font editor instead.
And I put it up on the web and in ‘late 99, and within a month someone gave me a bug report 
and was using it.
OSP: (laughs) So it took a month
G: Well, you know, there was no advertisement, it was just there, and someone found it and that 
was neat!
OSP: (laughs)
G: And that was called PfaEdit (because when it began it only did PostScript) and I… it just 
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grew. And then — I don’t know — three, four, five years ago someone pointed out that PfaEdit 
wasn’t really appropriate any more, so I asked various users what would be a good name and a 
French guy said “How ’bout FontForge?” So. It became FontForge then. — That’s a much better 
name than PfaEdit.
OSP: (laughs)
G: Used it ever since.
OSP: But your background… you talked about your father studying…
G: I grew up in a household where Shakespeare was quoted at me every day, and he was an 
English teacher, still is an English teacher, well, obviously retired but he still occasionally 
teaches, and has been working for about 30 years on one of those versions of Shakespeare where 
you have two lines of Shakespeare text at the top and the rest of the page is footnotes.
And I went completely differently and became a mathematician and computer scientist and 
worked in those areas for almost 20 years and then went off and tried to do my own things.
OSP: So how did you become a mathematician?
G: (pause) I just liked it.
OSP: (laughs) “just liked it”
G: I was good at it. I got pushed ahead in high school. It just never occurred to me that I’d do 
anything else — until I met a computer. And then I still did maths because I didn’t think 
computers were — appropriate — or — I was a snob. How about that.
OSP: (laughs)
G: But I spent all my time working on computers as I went through university. And then got my 
first job at JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) and shortly thereafter the shuttle blew up and we had 
some (JPL is part of NASA) — some of our experiments — my little group — flew on the 
shuttle and some of them flew on an airplane which went over the US took special radar pictures 
of the US. We also took special radar pictures of the world from the shuttle (SIR-A, SIR-B, 
SIR-C). And then our airplane burned up. And JPL was not a very happy place to work after that.
So then I went to a little company with some college friends of mine, that they’d started, created 
compilers and debuggers — do you know what those are?
OSP: Mm-hmm.
G: And I worked a long time on that, and then the internet came out and found another little 
company with some friends — and worked on HTML.

OSP: So when, before we moved, I was curious about, I wanted you to talk about a 
Shakespearian influence on your interest in fonts. But on the other hand you talk about working 
in a company where you did HTML editors at the time you actually started, I think. So do you 
think that is somehow present… the web is somehow present in your — in how FontForge 
works? or how fonts work or how you think about fonts?
G: I don’t think the web had much to do with my — well, that’s not true. OK, when I was 
working on the HTML editor, at the time, mid-90s, there weren’t any Unicode fonts, and so part 
of the reason I was writing all these scripts to add accents and get Type0 support in PostScript 
(which is what you need for a Unicode font) was because I needed a Unicode font for our 
HTML product.
To that extent — yes-s-s-s.
It had an effect. Aside from that, not really.
The web has certainly allowed me to distribute it. Without the web I doubt anyone would know 
— I wouldn’t have any idea how to “market” it. If that’s the right word for something that 
doesn’t get paid for. And certainly the web has provided a convenient infrastructure to do the 
documentation in.
But — as for font design itself — that (the web) has certainly not affected me.
Maybe with this creative commons talk that Jon Phillips was giving, there may be, at some 
point, a button that you can press to upload your fonts to the Open Font Library — but I haven’t 
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gotten there yet, so I don’t want to promise that.
OSP: (laughs) But no, indeed there was– hearing you speak about cchost, that’s the–
G: Mm-hmm.
OSP: software we are talking about?
G: That’s what the Open Font Library uses, yes.
OSP: Yeah. And a connection to FontForge could change the way, not only how you distribute 
fonts, but also how you design fonts.
G: It — it might. I don’t know … I don’t have a view of the future.
I guess to some extent, obviously font design has been affected by requiring it (the font) to be 
displayed on a small screen with a low resolution display. And there are all kinds of hacks in 
modern fonts formats for dealing with low resolution stuff. PostScript calls them hints and 
TrueType calls them instructions. They are different approaches to the same thing. But that, that 
certainly has affected font design in the last — well since PostScript came out.
The web itself? I don’t think that has yet been a significant influence on font design, but then — 
I’m no longer a designer. I discovered I was much better at designing font editors than at 
designing fonts.
So I’ve given up on that aspect of things.
OSP: Mm-K, because I’m curious about your making a division about being a designer, or being 
a font-editor-maker, because for me that same definition of maker, these two things might be 
very related.
G: Well they are. And I only got in to doing it because the tools that were available to me were 
not adequate. But I have found since — that I’m not adequate at doing the design, there are 
many people who are better at designing — designing fonts, than I am. And I like to design 
fonts, but I have made some very ugly ones at times.
And so I think I will — I’ll do that occasionally, but that’s not where I’m going to make a mark.
Mostly now —
I just don’t have the —
The font editor itself takes up so much of time that I don’t have the energy, the enthusiasm, or 
anything like that to devote to another major creative project. And designing a font is a major 
creative project.
OSP: Well, can we talk about the major creative project of designing a font editor? I mean, 
because I’m curious how — how that is a creative project for you — how you look at that.
G: I look at it as a puzzle. And someone comes up to me with a problem, and I try and figure out 
how to solve it. And sometimes I don’t want to figure out how to solve it. But I feel I should 
anyway. And sometimes I don’t want to figure out how to solve it and I don’t.
That’s one of the glories of being one’s own boss, you don’t have to do everything that you are 
asked.
But — to me — it’s just a problem. And it’s a fascinating problem. But why is it fascinating? — 
That’s just me. No one else, probably, finds it fascinating. Or — the guys who design FontLab 
probably also find it fascinating, there are two or three other font design programs in the world. 
And they would also find it fascinating.
OSP: Can you give an example of something you would find fascinating?
G: Well. Dave Crossland who was sitting behind me at the end was talking to me today — he sat 
down — we started talking after lunch but on the way up the stairs — at first he was 
complaining that FontForge isn’t written with a standard widget set. So it looks different from 
everything else. And yes, it does. And I don’t care. Because this isn’t something which interests 
me.
On the other hand he was saying that what he also wanted was a paragraph level display of the 
font. So that as he made changes in the font he could see a ripple effect in the paragraph.
Now I have a thing which does a word level display, but it doesn’t do multi-lines. (or it does 
multi-lines if you are doing Japanese (vertical writing mode) but it doesn’t do multi-columns 



then. So it’s either one vertical row or one horizontal row of glyphs.
And I do also have a paragraph level display, but it is static. You bring it up and it takes the 
current snapshot of the font and it generates a real truetype font and pass it off to the X windows 
rasterizer — passes it off to the standard linux toolchain (freetype) as that static font and asks 
that toolchain to display text.
So what he’s saying is “OK, do that, but update the font that you pass off every now and then.” 
And “Yeah, that’d be interesting to do. That’s an interesting project to work on.” Much more 
interesting than changing my widget set which is just a lot of work and tedious. Because there is 
nothing to think about. It’s just “OK, I’ve got to use this widget instead of my widget.” My 
widget does exactly what I want — because I designed it that way — how do I make this thing, 
which I didn’t design, which I don’t know anything about, do exactly what I want?
And — that’s dull.
For me.
OSP: Yeah, well.
G: Dave, on the other hand, is very hopeful that he’ll find some poor fool who’ll take that on as 
a wonderful opportunity. And if he does, that would be great, because not having a standard 
widget set is one of the biggest complaints people have. Because FontForge doesn’t look like 
anything else. And people say “Well the grey background –” It used to have a grey background, 
now it has a white background “is very scary.”
I thought it was normal to have a grey background, but uh… that’s why we now have a white 
background. A white background may be equally scary, but no one has complained about it yet.
OSP: Try red.
G: I tried light blue and cream. One of them I was told gave people migraines — I don’t 
remember specifically what the comment was about the light blue, but
(someone from InkScape): Make it configurable.
G: Oh, it is configurable, but no one configures it.
(InkScaper): Yeah, I know.
G: So…
OSP: So, you talked about spending a lot of time on this project, how does that work, you get up 
in the morning and start working on FontForge? or…
G: Well, I do many things. Some mornings, yes, I get up in the morning and I start working on 
FontForge and I cook breakfast in the background and eat breakfast and work on FontForge. 
Some mornings I get up at 4 in the morning and go out running for a couple of hours and come 
back home and sort of collapse and eat a little bit and go off to yoga class and do a pilates class 
and do another yoga class and then go to my pottery class, and go to the farmers’ market and 
come home and I haven’t worked on FontForge at all.
So it varies according to the day.
But yes I…
There was a period where I was spending 40, 50 hours a week working on FontForge, I don’t 
spend that much time on it now, it’s more like 20 hours, though the last month I got all excited 
about the release that I put out last Tuesday — today is Sunday. And so I was working really 
hard — probably got up to — oh — 30 hours some of that time. I was really excited about the 
change. All kinds of things were different — I put in python scripting, which people had been 
asking for — well, I’m glad I’ve done it, but it was actually kind of boring, that bit — the stuff 
that came before was — fascinating.
OSP: Like?
G: I — are you familiar with the OpenType spec? No. OK. The way you… the way you specify 
ligatures and kerning in OpenType can be looked at at several different levels. And the way 
OpenType wants you to look at it, I felt, was unnecessarily complicated. So I didn’t look at it at 
that level. And then after about 5 years of looking at it that way I discovered that the reason I 
thought it was unnecessarily complicated was because I was only used to Latin or Cyrillic or 
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Greek text, and for Latin, Cyrillic or Greek, it probably is unnecessarily complicated. But for 
Indic scripts it is not unnecessarily complicated, and you need all those things. So I ripped out 
all of the code for specifying strange glyph conversions. You know in Arabic a character looks 
different at the beginning of a word and so on? So that’s also handled in this area. And I ripped 
all that stuff out and redid it in the way that OpenType wanted it to be done and not the 
somewhat simplified but not sufficiently powerful method that I’d been using up until then.
And that I found, quite fascinating.
And once I’d done that, it opened up all kinds of little things that I could change that made the 
font editor itself bettitor. Better. Bettitor?
OSP: (laughs) That’s almost Dutch.
G: And so after I’d done that the display I talked about which could show a word — I realized 
that I should redo that to take advantage of what I had done. And so I redid that, and it’s now, it’s 
now much more usable. It now shows — at least I hope it shows — more of what people want to 
see when they are working with these transformations that apply to the font, there’s now a list of 
the various transformations, that can be enabled at any time and then it goes through and does 
them — whereas before it just sort of — well it did kerning, and if you asked it to it would 
substitute this glyph so you could see what it would look like — but it was all sort of — 
half-baked.
It wasn’t very elegant.
And — it’s much better now, and I’m quite proud of that.
It may crash — but it’s much better.
OSP: So you bring up half-baked, and when we met we talked about bread baking.
G: Oh, yes.
OSP: And the pleasure of handling a material when you know it well. Maybe make reliable 
bread — meaning that it comes out always the same way, but by your connection to the material 
you somehow — well — it’s a pleasure to do that. So, since you’ve said that, and we then went 
on talking about pottery — how clay might be of the same — give the same kind of pleasure. 
I’ve been trying to think — how does FontForge have that? Does it have that and where would 
you find it or how is the…
G: I like to make things. I like to make things that — in some strange definition are beautiful. 
I’m not sure how that applies to making bread, but my pots — I think I make beautiful pots. And 
I really like the glazing I put onto them.
It’s harder to say that a font editor is beautiful. But I think the ideas behind it are beautiful in my 
mind — and in some sense I find the user interface beautiful. I’m not sure that anyone else in the 
world does, because it’s what I want, but I think it’s beautiful.
And there’s a satisfaction in making something — in making something that’s beautiful.
And there’s a satisfaction too (as far as the bread goes) in making something I need. I eat my 
own bread — that’s all the bread I eat (except for those few days when I get lazy and don’t get to 
make bread that day and have to put it off until the next day and have to eat something that day 
— but that doesn’t happen very often).
So it’s just — I like making beautiful things.
OSP: OK, thank you.
G: Mm-hmm.
OSP: That was very nice, thank you very much.
G: Thank you. I have pictures of my pots if you’d like to see them?
OSP: Yes, I would very much like to see them.

Transcription: George Williams



ACB / We will get to know the machine
and we will understand
Juliane De Moerlooze



Juliane De Moerlooze is a Brussels based informaticienne, feminist and Linux user of the first 
hour. She participates in the Samedies (a group of women maintaining their own server), and 
was voted president of the Brussels Linux user group this February. Juliane is quite possibly the 
first woman representing such a band of local Linux fans: time for a conversation.

Femke Snelting (FS): I will start at the end ... you have recently become president of the BXLug. 
Can you explain to us what it is, the BXLug?

Juliane De Moerlooze (JM): It is the Brussels Linux user group, a group of Linux users who 
meet regularly to really work together on Linux and Free Software.  it is the most active group 
of Linux users in the French speaking part of Belgium.

An Mertens (AM): How did you come into contact with this group?

JM: That dates a while back. I have been trained in Linux a long  time ago... 

Sophie (S): Five years? Ten years? Twenty years?

JM: Almost twenty years ago. I came across the beginnings of Linux in 1995 or 1996, I am not 
sure. I had some Slackware1 installed, I messed around with friends and we installed 
everything... than I heard people talk about Linux distributions2 and decided to discover 
something else, notably Debian (one of the largest Linux distributions). It is good to know that 
with Linux you really have a diversity, there are distributions specially for audio, there are 
distributions for the larger public with graphical interfaces, there are distributions that are a bit 
more 'geek', in short you find everything: there are thousands of distributions but there are a few 
principal ones and I heard people talk about an interesting development, which was Debian. I 
wanted to install it to see, and I discovered the BXLug meetings, and so I ended up there one 
Sunday.

FS: What was your experience, the first time you went?

JM: (laughs) Well, it was clear that there were not many women, certainly not. I remember some 
sessions...

Agnes Bewer (AB): What do you mean, not many women? One? Or five?

JM: Usually I was there on my own. Or maybe two. There was a time that we were three, which 
was great. There was a director of a school who pushed Free Software a lot, she organised real 
'Journées du Libre3' at her school, to which she would invite journalists and so on. She was the 
director but when she had free time she would use it to promote Free Software, but I haven't 
seen her in a while and I don't know what happened since. I also met Faty, well... I wasn't there 
all the time either because I had also other things to do. There was a friendly atmosphere, with a 
little bar where people would discuss with each other but many were cluttered together in the 
middle of the room, like autists hidden behind their computers, without much communication. 
There were other members of the group who like me realised that we were humans that were 
only concentrating on our machines and not much was done to make new people feel welcome. 
Once I realised, I started to move to the back of the room and say hello to people arriving. Well, 
I was not the only one who started to do that but I imagine it might have felt like a closed group 

1 Slackware is one of the earliest Linux distributions
2 A distribution is a specific collection of applications and a software kernel
3 Journées du Libre is a yearly festival organised by the BXLug



when you entered for the first time. I also remember in the beginning, as a girl, that... when 
people asked questions ... nobody realised that I was actually teaching informatics. It seemed 
there was a prejudice even before I had a chance to answer a question. That's a funny thing to 
remember.

FS: Could you talk about the pleasure of handling computers? You might not be the kind of 
person that loses herself in front of her computer, but you have a strong relationship with 
technology which comes out when you open up the command line ... there's something in you 
that comes to life.

JM: Oh, yes! To begin with, I am a mathematician ('matheuse'), I was a math teacher, and I have 
been programming during my studies and yes, there was something fantastic about it... 
informatics for me is all about logic, but logic in action, dynamic logic. A machine can be 
imperfect, and while  I'm not specialised in hardware, there is a part on which you can work, a 
kind of determinism that I find interesting, it poses challenges because you can never know all, I 
mean it is not easy to be a real system administrator that knows every detail, that understands 
every problem. So you are partially in the unknown, and discovering, in a mathematical world 
but a world that moves. For me a machine has a rhythm, she has a cadence, a body, and her state 
changes. There might be things that do not work but it can be that you have left in some 
mistakes while developing etcetera, but we will get to know the machine and we will 
understand. And after, you might create things that are maybe interesting in real life,  for people 
that want to write texts or edit films or want to communicate via the Internet... these are all 
layers one adds, but you start... I don't know how to say it... the machine is at your service but 
you have to start with discovering her.
I detest the kind of software that asks you just to click here and there and than it doesn't work, 
and than you have to restart, and than you are in a situation where you don't have the possibility 
to find out where the problem is.

AB: When it doesn't show how it works?

JM: For me it is important to work with Free Software, because when I have time, I will go far, I 
will even look at the source code to find out what's wrong with the interface. Luckily, I don't 
have to do this too often anymore because software has become very complicated, twenty years 
later. But we are not like persons with machines that just click... I know many people, even in 
informatics, who will say 'this machine doesn't work, this thing makes a mistake'

FS: The fact that Free Software proposes an open structure, did that have anything to do with 
your decision to be a candidate for BXLug?

JM: Well, last year I was already very active and I realised that I was at a point in my life that I 
could use informatics better, and I wanted to work in this field, so I spent much time as a 
volunteer. But the moment that I decided, now this is enough, I need to put myself forward as a 
candidate, was after a series of sexist incidents. There was for example a job offer on the BXLug 
mailinglist that really needed to be responded to... I mean ... what was that about? To be 
concrete: Someone wrote to the mailinglist that his company was looking for a developer in so 
and so on and they would like a Debian developer type applying, or if there weren't any 
available, it would be great if it would be a blond girl with large tits. Really, a horrible thing so I 
responded immediately and than it became even worse because the person that had posted the 
original message, sent out another one asking whether the women on the list were into castration 
and it took a large amount of diplomacy to find a way to respond. We discussed it with the 



Samediennes4 and I though about it... I felt supported by many people that had well understood 
that this was heavy and that the climate was getting nasty but in the end I managed to send out 
an ironic message that made the other person excuse himself and stop these kind of sexist jokes, 
which was good. And after that, there was another incident, when the now ex-president of the 
group did a radio interview. I think he explained Free Software relatively well to a public that 
doesn't know about it, but as an example how easy it is to use Free Software, he said “even my 
wife, who is zero with computers, knows how it works”, using the familiar cliché without any 
reservation. We discussed this again with the Samediennes, and also internally at the BXLug and 
than I thought: well, what is needed is a woman as president, so I need to present myself. So it is 
thanks to the Samedies, that this idea emerged, out of the necessity to change the image of Free 
Software.

FS: In software and particularly in Free Software, there are relatively few women participating 
actively. What kinds of possibilities do you see for women to enter?

JM: It begins already at school... all the clichés girls hear... it starts there. We possibly have a set 
of brains that is socially constructed, but when you hear people talk about women having more 
sense for the global, intuitive and empathic... and men are more logic... even if it is true... it 
seems quite a good thing to have when you are doing math or software? I mean, there is no 
handicap we start out with, it is a social handicap... convincing girls to become a secretary rather 
than a system administrator.

FS: I am assuming there is a link between your feminism and your engagement with Free 
Software... 

JM: It is linked at the point where... it is a political liaison which is about re-appropriating tools, 
and an attempt to imagine a political universe where we are ourselves implicated in the things 
we do and make, and where we collectively can discuss this future. You can see it as something 
very large, socially, and very idealist too. You should also not idealise the Free Software 
community itself. There's an anthropologist who has made a proper description5... but there are 
certainly relational and organisational problems, and political problems, power struggles too. 
But the general idea... we have come to the political point of saying: we have technologies, and 
we want to appropriate them and we will discuss them together.  I feel I am a feminist... but I 
know there are other kinds of feminism, liberal feminism for example, that do not want to 
question the political economical status quo. My feminism is a bit different, it is linked to 
eco-feminism, and also to the re-appropriation of techniques that help us organise as a group. 
Free Software can be... well, there is a direction in Free Software that is linked to “Free 
Enterprise” and the American Dream. Everything should be possible: start-ups or pin-ups, it 
doesn't matter.  But for me, there is another branch much more 'libertaire' and left-wing, where 
there is space for collective work and where we can ask questions about the impact of 
technology. It is my interest of course, and I know well that even as president of the BXLug I 
sometimes find myself on the extreme side, so I will not speak about my 'libertaire' ideas all the 
time in public, but if anyone asks me... I know well what is at stake but it is not necessarily 
representative of the ideas within the BXLug.

FS: Are their discussions between members, about the varying interests in Free Software? I can 
imagine there are people more excited about efficiency and performativity of these tools, and 
others attracted by it's political side.

4 Participants in the Samedies: Femmes et logiciels libres (http://www.samedies.be)
5 Christophe Lazarro. La liberté logicielle. Une ethnographie des pratiques d'échange et de coopération au sein de 
la communauté Debian. Academia editons, 2008
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JM: Well, these arguments mix, and also since some years there is unfortunately less of a 
fundamental discussion. At the moment I have the impression that we are more into 'things to do' 
when we meet in person. On the mailinglist there are frictions and small provocations now and 
then, but the really interesting debates are over, since a few years... I am a bit disappointed in 
that, actually. But it is not really a problem, because I know other groups that pose more 
interesting questions and with whom I find it more interesting to have a debate.
Last year we have been working away like small busy bees, distributing the general idea of Free 
Software with maybe a hint to the societal questions behind but in fact not marking it out as a 
counterweight to a commercialised society. We haven't really deepened the problematics, 
because for me... it is clear that Free Software has won the battle, they have been completely 
recuperated by the business world, and now we are in a period where tendencies will become 
clear. I have the impression that with the way society is represented right now... where they are 
talking about the economical crisis... and that we are becoming a society of 'gestionnaires' and 
ideological questions seem not very visible.

FS: So do you think it is more or less a war between two tendencies, or can both currents 
coexist, and help each other in some way?

JM:  The current in Free Software that could think about resistance and ask political questions 
and so on, does not have a priority at the moment. But what we can have is debates and 
discussions from person to person and we can interpolate members of the BXLug itself, who 
really sometimes start to use a kind of marketing language. But it is relational... it is from person 
to person. At the moment, what happens on the level of businesses and society, I don't know. I 
am looking for a job and I see clearly that I will need to accept the kinds of hierarchies that exist 
but I would like to create something else. The small impact a group like BXLug can make... 
well, there are several small projects, such as the one to develop a distribution specifically 
designed for small organisations, to which nobody could object of course. Different directions 
coexist, because there is currently not any project with enough at stake that it would shock the 
others.

FS: To go once again from a large scale to a small scale... how would you describe your own 
itinerary from mathematics to working on and with software?

JM: I did two candidates at the University Libre de Bruxelles, and than I studied to become a 
math teacher. I had a wonderful teacher, and we were into the pleasure of exercising our brains, 
and discovering theory but a large part of our courses were concentrated on pedagogy and how 
to become a good teacher, how to open up the mind of a student in the context of a course. That's 
when I discovered an other pleasure, of helping a journey into a kind of math that was a lot more 
concrete, or that I learned to render concrete. One of the difficult subjects you need to teach in 
high schools, is scales and plans. I came up with a rendering of a submarine and all students, 
boys as well as girls, were quickly motivated, wanting to imagine themselves at the real scale of 
the vessel. I like math, because it is not linked to a pre-existing narrative structure, it is a 
theoretical construct we accept or not, like the rules of a game. For me, math is an ideal way to 
form a critical mind.

When you are a child, math is fundamentally fiction, full stop. I remember that when I learned 
modern math at school... I had an older teacher, and she wasn't completely at ease with the 
subject. I have the impression that because of this... maybe it was a question of the relation 
between power and knowledge... she did not arrive with her knowledge all prepared, I mean it 
was a classical form of pedagogy, but it was a new subject to her and there was something that 



woke up in me, I felt at ease, I followed, we did not go too fast...

S: It was open knowledge, not already formed and closed?

JM: Well, we discovered the subject together with the teacher. It might sound bizarre, and she 
certainly did not do this on purpose, but I immediately felt confident, which did not have too 
much to do with the subject of the class, but with the fact that I felt that my brains were 
functioning.

I still prefer to discover the solution to a mathematical problem together with others. But when it 
comes to software, I can be on my own. In the end it is me, who wants to ask myself: why don't I 
understand? Why don't I make any progress? In Free Software, there is the advantage of having 
lots of documentation and manuals available on line, although you can almost drown in it. For 
me, it is always about playing with your brain, there is at least always an objective where I want 
to arrive, whether it is understanding theory or software... and in software, it is also clear that 
you want something to work. There is a constraint of efficiency that comes in between, that of 
course somehow also exists in math, but in math when you have solved a problem, you have 
solved it on a piece of paper. I enjoy the game of exploring a reality, even if it is a virtual one.

This text is an edited and translated version of a conversation with Juliane De Moerlooze and 
Sophie, Agnes Bewer, An Mertens, Femke Snelting in March 2009.



ACB / Le grec, c'est du chinois
Pierre-Luc Auclair, Nicolas Spalinger



Extrait d’une conversation avec Pierre Luc Auclair, graphiste et collaborateur dans le 
projet de police Déjà vu, et Nicolas Spalinger, bénévole de la SIL, équipe fontes libres 
Debian et Ubuntu, OFLB.
En français dans le texte, avec quelques questions posées en anglais.
Ou l’on parle de polices de caractère libres, de travail typographique collaboratif, 
d’apprentissage et de licences & standarts.

Liens:
Déjà vu, SIL, OFL, Gentium font, Andika font, Typophile
Interview: Projet Dejavu et typographie libre et collaborative

P-L: Pierre-Luc Auclair (Typographe Dejavu, Graphiste)
N: Nicolas Spalinger (Bénévole de la SIL – Equipe fontes libres Debian & Ubuntu – Open Font 
Library)
H: Harrisson
F: Femke

H: Tu travailles sur la fonte Déjavu (http://dejavu.sf.net) c’est ça?
P-L: Oui c’est ça
H: Qui est un projet entièrement open source?
P-L: Oui, c’est ça.
H: Et ça fait déjà un moment que cette fonte existe, non?
P-L: Ca fait… Je ne pourrais pas dire depuis combien de temps exactement, ce qui est sûr c’est 
qu’avant c’était une fonte de Bitstream (http://www.bitstream.com) qui est sortie ou plutôt qu’ils 
ont donné au domaine du libre. Et depuis ce temps-là, des gens ont ajouté des fonctionnalités, 
des choses comme ça-là, plusieurs caractères, des nouveaux languages, ajusté le kerning 
(http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kerning), dans le fond ajouté des éléments à la police au complet 
pour la rendre utilisable.
H: OK donc rajouter des éléments?
P-L: Oui.
H: Chez Bitstream, quelle a été la motivation de lâcher des fontes?
P-L: Alors ça je ne sais pas.
Nicolas: Ca été un partenariat avec la fondation GNOME 
(http://foundation.gnome.org,http://www.gnome.org/press/releases/bitstreamfonts.html) si je 
peux m’immiscer dans la conversation.
H: Oui, oui, c’est bien.
P-L: Moi je ne suis pas au courant de ça.
N: Il y a des négociations qui ont été faites entre la fondation GNOME et Bitstream le fondeur, 
avec des gens comme Jim Gettys (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Gettys) qui était membre du 
bureau de la fondation. L’idée c’est d’avoir une famille globale avec suffisamment de…
P-L: …suffisamment de caractères pour supporter toutes les langues dans Linux avec une seule 
famille…
N: oui, avoir une famille suffisamment vaste, complète.
H: En faire une fonte système?
N: Enfin oui, système au sens où ça serait la fonte par défaut. Et donc ça a pris des mois quand 
même pour faire la négociation, entre les termes que la fonderie voulait et ce que la fondation 
GNOME essayait d’arracher comme droits, de modification notamment. Et donc moi j’ai suivi 
ça un petit peu. Parce que en même temps nous, dans le cadre de la SIL (http://scripts.sil.org), on 
réfléchissait aussi à la meilleure stratégie pour faire ça. L’idée c’était d’avoir quelque chose 
d’assez riche, de bonne qualité, avec du hinting – des instructions – qui soit dédié à un affichage 
correct sur le bureau.
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H: Vous avez eu le choix entre différentes fontes ou bien c’est Bitstream qui vous a proposé juste 
celle-là?
N: Alors je sais pas vraiment, j’étais pas directement impliqué dans le cadre de la fondation 
GNOME, j’ai rejoint le projet après.
P-L: Ah oui, il connaît plus ça que moi.
N: Ha ha, non!
N: Je sais qu’ils ont approché d’autres fonderies, mais c’est Bitstream qui a offert ce qui était le 
plus intéressant.
H: Ah oui, donc il a eu une négociation?
N: Oui il y a eu une négociation qui a eu lieu. Donc il y a vraiment de la part du fondeur une 
stratégie… lls veulent s’acheter une bonne image, ce qui est légitime et ils veulent aussi protéger 
quelque part leur nom. Le coeur de la négociation c’était avoir des droits de modification, pour 
que les gens de la communauté, les typographes de la communauté puisse la modifier, l’étendre, 
mais que la réputation de Bitstream en tant que fonderie soit plus ou moins protégée. Donc il y a 
un espèce de point central, de « nexus », qui a été créé entre le droit de modification et le nom 
même attaché à la police, voilà.
H: Et quand on voit la license, c’est en effet toujours un copyright Bitstream avec droit de 
modification (http://www.gnome.org/fonts/)
N: Voilà, c’est un droit de modification, donc quand la modification a lieu, le faut que le nom 
soit changé, et dans le nom même de la police il y a le nom de la fonderie, ce qui est assez 
fréquent malgré tout. Donc le nom c’était Bitstream Vera et ensuite il y a les variantes. Il y a eu 
une grosse « press release » puisque c’est un gros pas en avant. Et donc ensuite, il y a toute une 
équipe qui s’est mis à travailler sur ça, il y a eu plusieurs branches de Vera et, au bout d’un 
certain temps, la branche la plus importante – Dejavu – a re-mergé les travaux qui ont été faits 
dans les autres branches. Sur le site de Dejavu il y a l’historique un petit peu des autres branches 
qui ont été faites (http://dejavu.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Bitstream_Vera_derivatives). Il y 
a eu une branche par exemple pour les caractères en Gallois, et pour d’autres pays en d’Europe 
par exemple. Aussi du travail autour des capacités OpenType 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenType)…
P-L: oui des capacités Opentype…
N: …pour les polices intelligentes, ce genre de chose, etc. Ce qui était impressionnant, moi, j’ai 
observé un peu le projet Dejavu, j’ai pas vraiment contribué, mais c’est la rapidité avec laquelle 
le projet a avancé.
P-L: et dans le fond, c’est probablement aussi parce qu’il y a une release tous les mois.
N: Oui c’est basé sur un rythme de release actif, tout ce qui est prêt est disponible. Il y a aussi 
une roadmap bien définie, les outils sont là: outil de révision de contrôle, mailing-list, wiki. 
L’initiateur du projet c’était Stepan Roh (http://www.srnet.cz/~stepan/en/), et ensuite d’autres 
personnes.
P-L: Je pourrais pas vraiment donner de noms.
N: Au bout d’un moment il a un peu lâché le projet et a fait d’autres choses mais il a mis en 
place l’infrastructure, mais là, depuis quelques temps, il est revenu. Et les leaders actuels du 
projet c’est Denis Jacquerye (http://dejavu.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Denis_Jacquerye) et 
Ben Laenen (http://dejavu.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Ben_Laenen), je crois, mais il y a 
plein de monde, plein d’autres gens, la liste des contributeurs est assez vaste. Ben Laenen a 
d’ailleurs sorti une police musicale, c’est celle qu’on à montré hier. 
(Euterpe: http://www.openfontlibrary.org)
P-L: Ben moi je les connais avec leurs nicks IRC: lui c’est eimai.
N: Oui eimai et moyogo.
H: Elle est assez bien dessinée en plus, elle est assez jolie.
N: Ce qu’ils ont fait aussi c’est travailler sur un certain nombre de scripts de gestion des fichiers 
sources. Donc l’outil de base, c’est fontforge (http://fontforge.sourceforge.net), donc je ne pense 
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pas qu’il y en ait qui utilisent des logiciels restreints, normalement tout le monde utilise 
fontforge.
P-L: Oui toute la source doit rester au format fontforge.
N: Pour faire la construction.
P-L: Quand il a y des modifications pour faire l’import dans la branche principale ça prend 
absolument le fichier source fontforge pour l’insérer dedans.
N: Il y a aussi du travail aussi sur les instructions, tout ce qui est du positionnement, les 
ligatures, ils sont assez en avance par rapport aux autres projects collaboratifs. Moi j’ai vu aussi 
qu’il y avait des scripts pour avoir les statistiques de la couverture Unicode 
(ttp://www.unicode.org) du SFD (http://fontforge.sourceforge.net/sfdformat.html) par exemple.
P-L: Ca aussi c’est sur le wiki
N: A chaque fois qu’il y a une release, dans le tarball il y a ce quiest couvert par bloc, donc il y a 
un pourcentage de couverture Unicode par bloc et on voit que ça monte vite, il y a ce qui est 
prévu par la suite, il y a un changelog. C’est assez riche au niveau descriptif et c’est très ouvert 
comme approche. Et donc l’utilisation de subversion (http://subversion.tigris.org/) comme dépôt 
de sources pour travailler en commun dessus. Donc il y a un canal IRC 
(http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Relay_Chat) et plusieurs mailing-lists 
(http://dejavu.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Dejavu-fonts_mailing_list).
P-L: Récemment il y avait quelqu’un qui essayait de refaire le script Grec, je ne sais pas 
vraiment ce que ça a donné, je ne me suis pas tenu au courant.
N: Alors ça j’ai pas suivi non plus.
P-L: Il avait beaucoup posté son travail sur Typophile, le site web (http://typophile.com/).
N: C’est un site web communitaire, vous connaissez peut-être oui?
P-L: Là-bas il y a beaucoup de gens, beaucoup de professionnels de la typographie, qui leur ont 
donné des exemples, des experts en typographie qui ont donné leur avis sur comment le projet 
avançait pour le script Grec. Il ont donné des conseils. Il y a eu un gros débat: est-ce qu’on va 
plus vers une esthétique du style romain ou alors est-ce qu’on va plus vraiment vers une 
esthétique grecque locale? Ca c’est toujours un problème, c’est la même chose aussi j’imagine 
pour les scripts chinois et les scripts japonais.
N: Connaître le degré de sensibilité culturelle pour un bloc particulier Unicode de la police, ça 
c’est très très dur. Même les meilleurs designers ne peuvent pas avoir une sensibilité suffisante. 
Plus la police est riche, plus elle couvre de blocs, plus c’est dur justement. Parce qu’il y aura 
forcément des tensions. Certains blocs sont communs à différents styles. C’est là où ça devient 
dur d’avoir dans la même police et mettons du cyrillique qui doit avoir un style pour une 
communauté linguistique qui parle une une langue dans laquelle il y une transcription cyrillique 
et les Russes qui préfèrent ça comme ça. C’est là où ça devient complexe pour une famille aussi 
riche comme Dejavu. Ce qui a été fait récemment, c’est une décision qui a été prise, c’est 
d’avoir une sous-famille Dejavu qui s’appelle LGC, pour Latin Grec Cyrillique pour éviter 
d’avoir tous les styles ensemble.
H: C’est d’enlever le latin des autres blocs.
N: Puisqu’ils sont quand même assez proches. Il y a du travail qui a été fait au niveau des blocs 
Arabe et Hébreu.
P-L: il y avait des problèmes avec la baseline qui était pas la même.
N: Il y a des problèmes techniques et aussi des problèmes d’expression de styles. L’avantage 
vraiment de Dejavu c’est que ça pousse le reste de la « pile » logicielle autour des polices de 
caractères. Il y a certains mainteneurs comme ceux de Pango (http://www.pango.org) ou de 
Firefox (http://www.mozilla.com/products/firefox/) qui se disent, « Woouah les typographes de 
Dejavu exposent encore nos bugs, ahh ».
P-L: Ca arrive assez assez fréquemment. Ha ha ha.
N: Ca prouve qu’il y a une activité assez formidable.
P-L: C’est vrai mais pour revenir aux locales (locl), j’avais beaucoup de difficultés à me mettre 
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dans la peau d’un typographe designer en Grec, un typographe designer en Cyrillique, pour moi 
personnellement je ne le lis pas, c’est du Chinois, je sais pas du tout ce que c’est. Pour moi, c’est 
plus une icône qu’un caractère de texte.
N: C’est ça la difficulté en fait. Beaucoup de designers dans la SIL 
(http://scripts.sil.org/TypeDesign) doivent s’entourer de gens qui connaissent le script pour faire 
quelques chose de culturellement approprié.
P-L: Parce que si on n’est pas natif dans le script, c’est difficile de dire : est-ce que ça c’est une 
bonne légibilité dans le script ou est-ce que c’est vraiment merdique.
N: C’est sûr.
H: Est-ce que vous avez des collaborateurs justement Arabes, Chinois ou Japonais, des gens qui 
sont vraiment dans leur langue?
P-L: Des collaborateurs réguliers ou juste simplement des observateurs?
H: Les deux je dirais…
P-L: Probablement plus des observateurs.
N: Des gens qui rapportent des bugs sur la liste en disant «oh là! il faut pas que ça soit comme ça 
!»?
P-L: Mais des typographes japonais chinois, je pense pas.
N: Des gens qui envoient des patchs?
H: Des gens qui dessinent carrément des caractères et autres?
N: Sur le site de Dejavu c’est indiqué plus ou moins leur status, si leur travail a été repris via un 
merge ou s’il sont vraiment actifs. C’est aussi ce qu’on essaie d’encourager dans le cadre de la 
logique de l’Open Font licence (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL) avec le FONTLOG 
(http://scripts.sil.org/OFL-FAQ_web#00e3bd04), cet espèce de changelog dédié à la typographie 
et au design de polices, c’est vraiment de décrire les modifications parce que la plupart des 
polices propriétaires qu’on a, il y a pas de descriptions, c’est une release finale et voilà.
P-L: Tandis que dans Dejavu c’est un travail constant, mais ça crée aussi des problèmes, si 
quelqu’un crée un texte avec la police, si tu changes la taille des caractères, si tu changes 
l’espace entre les lettres, ça va nécessairement tout changer. Donc est-ce qu’on fait un 
changement pour le mieux dans un certain caractère ou on le garde pour garder le support 
antérieur?
N: Ca c’est la décision du changement. Ce que je voulais dire, c’est le fait que les changements 
soient décris très précisément c’est une bonne chose, parce que souvent dans les fontes 
propriétaires, on ne sait pas ce qui se passe. Voilà, c’est la nouvelle version si ça marche vous 
êtes content mais si ça marche pas venez nous voir, et donc le changelog est vraiment précis: 
c’est à dire que telle ou telle personne a ajouté tel bloc ou a fait ce changement-là.
F: (I will ask my questions in English otherwise it takes too long, And you speak French). This 
way of working is quite different than the way than historically typographers have worked. 
There seems to be a history of say a lonely man working on their internal piece, and the way you 
describe the process of designing Dejavu is completely opposite. So, how do you think this is 
visible or legible in the typeface itself or in the practise of doing typeface design?
N: Il y a un fait fondamental, je pense, c’est la vitesse à laquelle les modifications sont faites. 
Mais je sais qu’en discutant avec Victor Gaultney (http://www.sil.org/~gaultney), il y a des 
expérimentations qui ont été faites, en tous cas dans les écoles de dessin de polices, de 
typographies parfois ils mettent comme ça des étudiants ensemble en disant « travaillez sur une 
police et ce soir vous nous montrerez ce que vous avez fait ensemble ». Mais le fait d’utiliser ça 
de manière distribuée via un gestionnaire de révision de contrôle, un canal IRC ou une 
mailing-list c’est quelque chose qui se fait que depuis quelques mois, quelques années, avec 
Dejavu et puis d’autres projets que la SIL lance (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL_fonts). Mais c’est vrai 
qu’initialement c’est quand même un art personnel, élitiste.
P-L: Mais quand même, j’ai lu assez souvent que les typographes, il y a en plusieurs qui ne sont 
pas vraiment excellents pour faire l’espace entre les lettres, mais ils sont très bons pour faire le 
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lettrage. Certains vont faire le lettrage, un autre va aider à faire l’espacement entre les lettres. 
Donc c’est souvent un travail collaboratif mais peut-être pas au même niveau que dans Dejavu.
N: Pas commun, c’est-à-dire, je fais mon truc, je te le passe et tu fais ton truc.
H: C’est pas une fragmentation des tâches?
P-L: C’est plus une ligne de montage que de la collaboration.
N: D’accord, je vois.
F: I’m also curious, because many type designers if you hear them speak about their typefaces, 
they link it – consciously or subconsciously to handwriting – to expression of let’s say the style 
of a person, in a way, like the way something is drawn, which is a very individual expression, 
and then if you think about the way you work on a typeface, you completly blow that up in a 
way. Or not?
N: Je pense qu’on retrouverait les styles communs des différents contributeurs quand même, 
c’est un peu la transparence d’un système de gestion de sources, on peut rajouter quelque chose 
mais les autres peuvent aussi le modifier aussi donc il faut qu’il se crée une certaine culture des 
modifications. C’est pour ça qu’il y a ce concept de roadmap, je ne pense pas qu’on perde 
vraiment la partie style.
F: Non, ce n’est pas perdre, ce qui m’intéresse c’est le changement dans la pratique de faire une 
lettre, de faire une courbe ensemble.
P-L: Mais il y a quand même le style du caractère qui s’impose aussi quand tu fais ce que tu fais, 
tu peux pas dire moi je fais le caractère, un script d’une certaine façon, dans le fonds c’est un 
peu comme ce qu’on a vu dans le documentaire Helvetica (http://www.helveticafilm.com/) hier 
soir. Il y en avait un qui disait qu’il y avait une espèce de systèmisation du caractère, donc les 
courbes et toute les parties du lettrage vont avoir une connotation dans une autre lettre. Parce 
que sinon si tu ne fais pas ça comme ça évidemment, ça va avoir l’air dépareillé.
…
N: Ca serait intéressant de voir un fichier README d’une police libre comme Gentium 
(http://scripts.sil.org/Gentium), pour voir quels sont les conseils qui sont donnés à ceux qui 
veulent envoyer des patchs, en terme de formats, en terme de style, en terme de recherche, etc. 
Le designer quand même reste maître, même si c’est toujours un projet ouvert, il reste maître de 
la légitimité d’un patch.
F: Maître?
H: Et vous avez des formations de typographie ou de graphisme?
N: Non, pas vraiment, mais ça m’intéresse.
P-L: Je suis designer graphique moi-même, mais j’ai pas eu de formation académique, mais c’est 
sûr que je lis beaucoup, probablement plus que la majorité des étudiants de design. Dans le fond, 
c’est sûr que j’aimerais avoir une éducation en tant que telle mais en travaillant on en apprend 
aussi.
N: C’est quand même beaucoup de choses à apprendre…
P-L: Mais c’est dur d’apprendre seul et de s’établir soi-même un plan d’apprentissage, d’avoir 
d’autres personnes qui apprennent avec toi, il faut que tu trouves tout toi-même.
P-L: Mais dans un plan communautaire c’est plus facile d’évoluer.
N: C’est pour ça qu’on a comme projet avec Dave Crossland (http://understandingdesign.co.uk/) 
et d’autres de rendre public les compétences par rapport à la typographie, ce qui était enseigné 
dans quelques écoles très très prestigieuses par une poignée de gurus, il faudrait que ça soit 
disponible plus largement.
H: Est-ce qu’il y a une entraide comme ça entre les designers sur les techniques de dessin, sur la 
manière de procéder? Graphique, je dirais, spécialement graphique?
P-L: C’est sûr qu’actuellement tout le monde à sa façon de faire, son procédé, si vous allez sur 
Typophile, les gens sont très ouvert pour aider les débutants qui commencent en design 
typographique, si vous avez des questions sur n’importe quoi, eux ils sont là pour vous aider. Il y 
a des professionnels qui travaillent chez Adobe, qui ont travaillé sur la spécification OpenType 
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eux-mêmes et qui peuvent vous dire exactement ce dont vous avez besoin.
N: Il faut juste savoir poser sa question de la bonne façon.
H: En respectant leur hiérarchie?
N: Non, non un peu de diplomatie, c’est normal.
P-L: Le domaine typographique est encore beaucoup dans l’espèce de mentalité apprenti/maître, 
donc c’est souvent l’apprenti qui essaye de se mettre au niveau du maître.
F: For me, as I look at open source projects, and the different ways collaboration is organised, I 
find this again, this contrast with this stark hierarchy of master and…
P-L: Mais je crois pas que ça soit une hiérarchie explicite, mais plutôt une hiérarchie implicite, 
souvent celui qui contribue le plus c’est aussi celui lui qui connaît le plus donc c’est lui qui va 
aider le plus.
N: C’est la méritocratie quelque part, c’est aussi un plaisir pour celui qui connaît les choses de 
les partager. Mais c’est vrai qu’il y aura toujours ceux qui sont très bons, qui connaissent bien 
leur domaine et qui ont beaucoup d’expérience et ceux qui commencent juste. Mais il y a un 
échange. Il y a un plaisir d’échanger les compétences et les connaissances.
H: Et si tu es dans une tradition humaniste, d’effacement de prétention graphique pour un intérêt 
commun…
N: Pour moi personnellement il y a un but: qu’il y ait plus de systèmes d’écriture qui soient 
disponibles, que la qualité soit là, que les barrières qui empêchent certaines personnes d’accéder 
à l’écrit et à ce que l’écrit peut donner comme indépendance, comme autodétermination, etc, que 
ces barrières puissent s’effondrer. Il y a des recherches qui ont été faites en terme de lisibilité, 
par rapport à ceux qui apprennent à lire et à écrire par exemple. Plus la fonte est agréable à lire, 
plus les gens ont envie d’apprendre à lire. Notamment dans les contextes ou c’est des adultes qui 
apprennent à lire quand il y a des campagnes d’alphabétisation par exemple dans les pays en 
voie de développement. Il y a vraiment une recherche, si on fait ça avec telle fonte, les résultat 
seront vraiment médiocres mais si on fait ça avec une autre fonte, il y aura un intérêt, il y aura 
une passion, il y aura beaucoup plus de gens qui réussiront l’examen d’alphabétisation. Un des 
projets de la SIL c’est une police dédiée justement à l’alphabétisation, qui s’appelle « Andika » 
(http://scripts.sil.org/Andika) c’est du Swahili et ça veut dire « écrire ». Il y a une vrai 
dissociation qui est faite entre certains caractères qui sont peut-être trop proches les uns des 
autres surtout quand on commence à lire et à écrire il faut qu’il y ait le moins d’ambiguïté 
possible. C’est un design original mais c’est vraiment une fonte avec une richesse suffisante 
pour que ça soit disponible dans des langues qui utilisent des scripts complexes, certaines 
langues africaines aussi où il y a ce type de glyphe. Donc les designers attendent des spécialistes 
en alphabétisation d’avoir des retours pour améliorer encore le tir. C’est aussi une fonte qui a des 
variantes, comme ce qui commence à être fait aussi je crois dans Dejavu pour avoir des variantes 
en fonction du contexte. Parce qu’il y a des gens qui préfèrent un certain type de « a » avec un 
certain style, etc.
P-L: Donc c’est des « alterns »
N: Double story a, single-story a. Les ligatures, la manière dont les chiffres sont affichés là. 
Vraiment dans un but d’alphabétisation initiale mais comme c’est un design original il y a 
beaucoup de gens qui commencent à l’utiliser aussi pour du design comme ça.
H: Comme fonte de travail?
N: Oui, c’est une Sans Serif (http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sans-serif) qui est un peu le pendant de 
Gentium, parce c’est fait par les mêmes designers. Il y a eu moins d’efforts par rapport aux 
inscructions pour l’écran. C’est plus directement pour l’impression mais bon si les linguistes 
peuvent trouver ça agréable aussi quand ils travaillent sur l’écran, c’est mieux. Mais ça prend 
plus d’énergie pour les instructions etc. Et puisque que c’est libre les gens peuvent y contributer 
s’il en ont besoin.
Je sais que certains leader de Déjavu réfléchissent aussi à la légitimité de passer à l’Open Font 
licence, mais ça ne s’est pas encore fait parce que en amont, Vera est encore sous ce 
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copyright-là. Mais en fait on est en train de négocier, en tous cas il y a une réflexion qui se fait 
avec Bitstream et GNOME, pour qu’un nouvelle version de Vera sur laquelle ils ont travaillé 
sorte sour license OFL. Ensuite, comme Dejavu est un dérivé, les développeurs, les designers se 
rassembleront et voteront pour voir s’ils passent à l’OFL ou pas, parce que actuellement en 
terme de license il y a Vera et les dérivés de Vera sont licence Vera plus domaine public ou plus 
quelque chose d’autre. C’est pas vraiment défini quel est le statut des dérivés. Il y a vraiment 
une richesse sur laquelle on peut bâtir, mais on ne sait pas trop selon quelles règles. c’est un peu 
le flou. Donc l’idée de l’OFL c’est de clarifier la manière dont les dérivés fonctionnent. Le 
designer original de Vera s’appelle Jim Lyles (http://www.myfonts.com/person/lyles/jim/), on est 
en contact avec lui.
F: C’est donc c’est lui qui va décider?
N: Oui lui et sa boîte et ses directeurs. D’ailleurs dans la documentation qui est livrée avec 
chaque nouvelle release, chaque nouvelle sortie de Dejavu, on voit dans les statistiques de 
progression ce qui est original, ce qui a été fait par le designer de Bitstream et ce que les 
nouveaux designers ont ajouté. Donc on voit la progression.
H: Donc il y a un archivage à chaque fois?
N: Oui c’est vraiment décrit. Il y a peu de projets sont aussi décrits.
[...]
Là voilà le changelog, donc chronologiquement inversé. On voit, la première version qui a été 
donnée dans le cadre du travail à Reading, à l’Université de Reading, voilà quelques bugs qui 
sont réglés. C’est aussi la logique de dire « voilà les problèmes qui ont été réglés. Il existe des 
problèmes. » C’est pas comme beaucoup de logiciels propriétaires qui disent « il y a jamais eu 
de problèmes. Mais si vous achetez la version suivante il y aura plein de nouvelles 
fonctionnalités » et on vous dit pas tout ce qui a été corrigé. Et là, la source aussi qui est mise 
avec, ce qui est aussi important pour les polices libres. La définition d’une source pour une 
police c’est quelque chose d’assez vaste, ça peut être la base de donnée des glyphes, ça peut être 
les comportements contextuels, OpenType ou Graphite (http://graphite.sil.org), ça peut être les 
instructions, ça peut être un guide pour le design, c’est-à-dire voilà les choix qui ont été faits, ça 
peut être de la documentation des scripts pour la construction, pour les statistiques, etc. Voilà 
aussi « Fix some duplicates» etc. Voilà: « Anyone can create their own modified version ».
F: « using a different name »…
N: L’idée c’est de permettre le branchage: il y a le tronc commun, plein plein de branches 
peuvent pousser à partir de ce tronc-là, mais il ne faut pas que les branches se prennent pour le 
tronc. C’est possible qu’une branche puisse avoir plus de fonctionnalité que le tronc mais il ne 
faut pas que les choses se mélangent. Que les gens qui choisissent des fontes puissent bien 
identifier d’où ça vient. D’où l’intérêt aussi du changelog, c’est tout dans la description et dans 
la transparence.
F: Mais il y a déjà des branches?
N: Oui oui, il y a déjà plusieurs branches. Il y a des gens qui ont travaillé sur une version 
Hébreu, il y a des gens qui ont travaillé sur des langues du Népal je crois, des langues Indiennes 
aussi, en partant du design de Gentium.
F: So the original design remains but then other language sets are developped. Did you see say 
design versions, for example people that have adjusted all glyphs or decided to make it like 
Harrison did a Courrier or Sans-serif, a kind of style changes? C’est possible de faire ça?
N: Oui, c’est tout-à-fait possible, ça serait un changement plus complet, c’est-à-dire qu’on 
pourrait prendre quelque chose d’existant et repartir plus ou moins de zéro.
P-L: Tant qu’à y être, c’est aussi bien de redémarrer à partir de zéro mais avec une autre idée de 
ce qu’on peut faire avec cette police.
N: Si le style est vraiment différent c’est plus vraiment un dérivé. L’idée c’est aussi de pouvoir 
aussi peut-être réutiliser les scripts de statistiques et de construction, les choses qui font partie de 
cette source de fonte qui peuvent aussi être re-utilisées. Voilà les conseils qui sont donnés aux 
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contributeurs, c’est dit que les branches peuvent exister et que le mainteneur original va 
continuer à travailler sur le tronc, « develop the canonical version », c’est un peu ça. « We 
warmly welcome contributions » voilà les conseils qui sont donnés, en terme de format, pour 
envoyer un patch, en terme de source, voilà qu’est-ce qui est recommandé. Pour les attributions 
aussi, ça c’est quelque chose qui va plus dans le coeur du mécanisme de license, on a le droit 
d’ajouter son copyright aux modifications que l’on fait. On hérite le copyright du tronc initial, 
on peut rajouter le bout qui couvre sa contribution personnelle, bien sûr on n’enlève pas le 
copyright ancien, mais si on veut reverser quelque chose au tronc ça se fait selon les règles de 
celui qui maintient le tronc. Dans le cas de Gentium, par exemple, le choix a été fait de remettre 
le copyright au nom de l’ONG en question. Bon les gens décident au coup par coup. Et donc 
voilà quand c’est dit là, c’est comme le fichier plans du projet Dejavu, quels sont les trucs sur 
lesquels on a déjà plus ou moins travaillé, si c’est déjà prêt c’est pas vraiment utile que vous y 
consacriez du temps puisque c’est déjà fait on va peut-être utiliser ce qu’on a déjà. Mais voilà ce 
sur quoi on n’a pas encore travaillé, voilà si ça vous intéresse, travaillez dessus, posez-nous vos 
questions, et on l’intégrera peut-être.
Ici on parle du travail sur le Cyrillique par exemple, un petit avertissement aussi: le format peut 
changer, le mécanisme de construction peut aussi changer. Il y a aussi la partie 
Acknowlegements, une espèce de liste qui peut grandir et qui est structurée. Savoir qui a fait 
quoi, qui a contribué et où et d’avoir les détails. C’est dans la même logique de ce qu’on disait 
hier dans la présentation pour les métadonnées, c’est utile pour un designer d’exposer ses 
données, de laisser un peu sa trace quoi. Ce qu’on veut faire c’est que pour les utilisateurs finaux 
on puisse aller facilement sur le site du designer, sur le site de son organisation peut-être, et de 
voir ce qu’il a fait dans ce cadre-là. Le fait d’apparaître c’est une bonne chose pour le designer, 
dans la logique de ne pas garder les choses secrètes et sous scellé, le fait de faire les choses en 
transparence c’est aussi bénéfique, c’est de la bonne pub, la construction d’une bonne réputation.

Transcrit par Nicolas Spalinger avec quelques corrections mineures pour clarifier les phrases et  
ajout des URLs pour un meilleur contexte et une meilleure compréhension du mouvement des 
fontes libres.
Merci à Harrisson et Femke pour leur intérêt pour la typographie libre et collaborative et leur 
travail de couverture du Libre Graphics Meeting 2007 à Montréal.
Cette transcription est © 2007 Nicolas Spalinger et placée sous licence CC-BY-SA.



ACB / Meaningful transformations
Tom Lechner



We discovered Laidout and the work of Tom Lechner1 for the first time at the Libre Graphics 
Meeting 2010. Tom has traveled to Brussels from Portland, US to present Laidout2, an amazing 
tool that he had made to produce his own comic books and also to work on three dimensional 
mathematical objects. The tool interests us for several reasons. We are excited about how it 
represents the gesture of folding, love his bold interface decisions plus are impressed by the fact 
that Tom has decided to write his own programming framework for it. A year later, we meet 
again in Montreal, Canada for the 2011 Libre Graphics Meeting where he presents a follow-up. 
With Ludivine Loiseau (amateur bookbinder and graphiste) and Pierre Marchand 
(artist/developer, contributing amongst others to podofoimpose and Scribus) we finally find time 
to sit down and talk.

FS: What is Laidout? 
TL: Well, Laidout is software that I wrote to lay out my cartoon books in an easy fashion. 
Nothing else fit my needs at the time, so I just wrote it. 
FS: It does a lot more than laying out cartoons? 
TL: It works for any image, basically, and gradients. It does not currently do text. It is on my 
to-do list. I usually write my own text, so it does not really need to do text. I just make an image 
of it. 
FS: It can lay out T-shirts? 
TL: But that's all images too. I guess it's two forms of laying out. It's laying out pieces of paper 
that remain whole in themselves, or you can take an image and lay it out on smaller pieces of 
paper. Tiling, I guess you could call it. 
FS: Can you talk us through the process of doing the T-shirt? 
TL: OK. So, you need a pattern. I had just a shirt that sort of fit and I approximated it on a big 
piece of paper, to figure out what the pieces were shaped like, and took a photograph of that. I 
used a perspective tool to remove the distortion. I had placed rulers on the ground so that I could 
remember the actual scale of it. Then once it was in the computer, I traced over it in Inkscape, to 
get just the basic outline so that I could manipulate further. Blender didn't want to import it so I 
had to retrace it. I had to use Blender to do it because that lets me shape the pattern, take it from 
flat into something that actually makes 3D shapes so whatever errors were in the original pattern 
that I had on the paper, I could now correct, make the sides actually meet and once I had the 
molded shape, and in Blender you have to be extremely careful to keep any shape, any 
manipulation that you do to make sure your surface is still unfoldable into something flat. It is 
very easy to get away from flat surfaces in Blender. Once I have the molded shape, I can export 
that into an .off file which my unwrapper can import and that I can then unwrap into the sleeves 
and the front and the back as well as project a panoramic image onto those pieces. Once I have 
that, it becomes a pattern laid out on a giant flat surface. Then I can use Laidout once again to 
tile pages across that. I can export into a pdf with all the individual pieces of the image that were 
just pieces of the larger image that I can print on transfer paper. It took forty iron-on transfer 
papers I ironed with an iron provided to me by the people sitting in front of me so that took a 
while but finally I got it all done, cut it all out, sewed it up and there you go. 
FS: Could you say something about your interest in moving from 2D to 3D and back again? It 
seems everything you do is related to that? 
TL: I don't know. I've been making sculpture of various kinds for quite a long time. I've always 
drawn. Since I was about eighteen, I started making sculptures, mainly mathematical woodwork. 
I don't quite have access to a full woodwork workshop anymore, so I cannot make as much 
woodwork as I used to. It's kind of an instance of being defined by what tools you have available 

1 http://www.tomlechner.com
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to you, like you were saying in your talk3. I don't have a wood shop, but I can do other stuff. I 
can still make various shapes, but mainly out of paper. Since I had been doing woodwork, I 
picked up photography I guess and I made a ton of panoramic images. It's kind of fun to figure 
out how to project these images out of the computer into something that you can physically 
create, for instance a T-shirt or a ball, or other paper shapes. 
FS: Is there ever any work that stays in the computer, or does it always need to become 
physical? 
TL: Usually, for me, it is important to make something that I can actually physically interact 
with. The computer I usually find quite limiting. You can do amazing things with computers, 
you can pan around an image, that in itself is pretty amazing but in the end I get more out of 
interacting with things physically than just in the computer. 
FS: But with Laidout, you have moved folding into the computer! Do you enjoy that kind of 
reverse transformation? 
TL: It is a challenge to do and I enjoy figuring out how to do that. In making computer tools, I 
always try to make something that I can not do nearly as quickly by hand. It's just much easier to 
do in a computer. Or in the case of spherical images, it's practically impossible to do it outside 
the computer. I could paint it with airbrushes and stuff like that but that in itself would take a 
hundred times longer than just pressing a couple of commands and having the computer do it all 
automatically. 
PM: My feeling about your work is that the time you spent working on the program is in itself 
the most intriguing part of your work. There is of course a challenge and I can imagine that 
when you are doing it like the first time you see a rectangle, and you see it mimic a perspective 
you think wow I am folding a paper; I have really done something. I worked on imposition too 
but more to figure out how to work with pdf files and I didn't go this way of the gesture like you 
did. There is something in your work which is really the way you wrote your own framework for 
example and did not use any existing frameworks. You didn't use existing GUIs and toolboxes. It 
would be nice to listen to you about how you worked, how you worked on the programming. 
TL: I think like a lot of artists, or creative people in general, you have to enjoy the little nuts and 
bolts of what you're doing in order to produce any final work, that is if you actually do produce 
any final work. Part of that is making the tools. When I first started making computer tools to 
help me in my art work, I did not have a lot of experience programming computers. I had some. 
I did little projects here and there. So I looked around at the various toolkits, but everything 
seemed really rigid. If you wanted to edit some text, you had this little box and you write things 
in this little box and if you want to change numbers, you have to erase it and change tiny things 
with other tiny things. It's just very restrictive. I figured I could either figure out how to adapt 
those to my own purposes, or I could just figure out my own, so I figured either way would 
probably take about that same amount of time I guessed, in my ignorance. In the process, that's 
not quite been true. But it is much more flexible, in my opinion, what I've developed, compared 
to a lot of other toolkits. Other people have other goals, so I'm sure they would have a 
completely different opinion. For what I'm doing, it's much more adaptable. 
LL: You said you had no experience in programming? You studied in art school? 
TL: I don't think I ever actually took computer programming classes. I grew up with a 
Commodore 64, so I was always making letters fly around the screen and stuff like that, and 
follow various curves. So I was always doing little programming tricks. I guess I grew up in a 
household where that sort of thing was pretty normal. I had two brothers, and they both became 
computer programmers. And I'm the youngest, so I could learn from their mistakes, too. I hope. 
PM: You're looking for good excuses to program. 
TL: (laughs) That could be. 
PM: We can discuss at length about how actual toolkits don't match your needs, but in the end, 
you want to input certain things. With any recent toolkit, you can do that. It's not that difficult or 

3 http://river-valley.tv/future-tools-the-libre-graphics-research-unit



time consuming. The way you do it, you really enjoy it, by itself. I can see it as a real creative 
work, to come up with new digital shapes. 
FS: Do you think that for you, the program itself is part of the work? 
TL: I think it's definitely part of the work. That's kind of the nuts and bolts that you have to 
enjoy to get somewhere else. But if I look back on it, I spend a huge amount of time just 
programming and not actually making the artwork itself. It's more just making the tools and all 
the programming for the tools. I think there's a lot of truth to that. When it comes time to 
actually make artwork, I do like to have the tool that's just right for the job, that works just the 
way that seems efficient. 
FS: I think the program itself is an artwork, very much. To me it is also a reflection on moving 
between 2D and 3D, about physical computation. Maybe this is the actual work. Would you 
agree? 
TL: I don't know. To an extent. In my mind, I kind of class it differently. I've certainly been 
drawing more than I've been doing technical stuff like programming. In my mind, the art work is 
things that get produced, or a performance or something like that. And the programming or the 
tools are in service to those things. That's how I think of it. I can see that... I've distributed 
Laidout as something in itself. It's not just some secret tool that I've put aside and presented only 
the art work. I do enjoy the tools themselves. 
FS: I have a question about how the 2D imagines 3D. I've seen Pierre and Ludi write imposition 
plans. I really enjoy reading this, almost as a sort of poetry, about what it would be to be folded, 
to be bound like a book. Why is it so interesting for you, this tension between the two 
dimensions? 
TL: I don't know. Perhaps it's just the transformation of materials from something more 
amorphous into something that's more meaningful, somehow. Like in a book, you start out with 
wood pulp, and you can lay it out in pages and you have to do something to that in order to instil 
more meaning to it. 
FS: Is binding in any way important to you? 
TL: Somewhat. I've bound a few things by hand. Most of my cartoon books ended up being just 
stapled, like a stack of paper, staple in the middle and fold. Very simple. I've done some where 
you cut down the middle and lay the sides on top and they're perfect bound. I've done just a 
couple where it's an actual hand bound, hard cover. I do enjoy that. It's quite a time consuming 
thing. There's quite a lot of craft in that. I enjoy a lot of hand made, do-it-yourself activities. 
FS: Do you look at classic imposition plans? 
TL: I guess that's kind of my goal. I did look up classic book binding techniques and how people 
do it and what sort of problems they encounter. I'm not sure if I've encompassed everything in 
that, certainly. But just the basics of folding and trimming, I've done my best to be able to do the 
same sort of techniques that have been done in the past, but only manually. The computer can 
remember things much more easily. 
PM: Imposition plans are quite fixed, you have this paper size and it works with specific 
imposition plans. I like the way your tool is very organic, you can play with it. But in the end, 
something very classic comes out, an imposition plan you can use over and over, which gives a 
sort of continuity. 
LL: What's impressive is the attention you put into the visualization. There are some technical 
programs which do really big imposition stuff, but it's always at the printer. Here, you can see 
the shape being peeled. It's really impressive. I agree with Femke that the program is an art work 
too, because it's not only technical, it's much more. 
FS: How is the material imagined in the tool? 
TL: So, far not really completely. When you fold, you introduce slight twists and things like that. 
And that depends on the stiffness of the paper and the thickness of the paper and I've not 
adequately dealt with that so much. If you just have one fold, it's pretty easy to figure out what 
the creep is for that. You can do tests and you can actually measure it. That's pretty easy to 



compensate for. But if you have many more folds than that, it becomes much more difficult. 
FS: Are you thinking about how to do that? 
TL: I am. 
FS: That would be very interesting. To imagine paper in digital space, to give an idea of what 
might come out in the end. Then you really have to work your metaphors, I think?
TL: A long time ago, I did a lot of t-shirt printing. Something that I did not particularly have was 
a way to visualize your final image on some kind of shirt and the same thing applies for book 
binding, too. You might have a strange texture. It would be nice to be able to visualize that 
beforehand, as well as the thickness of the paper that actually controls physical characteristics. 
These are things I would like to incorporate somehow but haven't gotten around to. 
FS: You talked about working with physical input, having touchpads... Can you talk a bit more 
about why you're interested in this? 
TL: You can do a lot of things with just a mouse and a keyboard. But it's still very limiting. You 
have to be sitting there, and you have to just control those two things. Here's your whole body, 
with which you can do amazing things, but you're restricted to just moving and clicking and you 
only have a single point up on the screen that you have to direct very specifically. It just seems 
very limiting. It's largely an unexplored field, just to accept a wider variety of inputs to control 
things. A lot of the multitouch stuff that's been done is just gestures for little tiny phones. It's 
mainly for browsing, not necessarily for actual work. That's something I would like to explore 
quite a lot more. FS: Do you have any fantasies about how these gestures could work for real? 
TL: There's tons of sci fi movies, like //Minority Report//, where you wear these gloves and you 
can do various things. Even that is still just mainly browsing. I saw one, it was a research project 
by this guy at Caltech. He had made this table and he wore polarized glasses so he could look 
down at this table and see a 3D image. And then he had gloves on, and he could sculpt things 
right in the air. The computer would keep track of where his hand is going. Instead of sculpting 
clay, you're sculpting this 3D mesh. That seemed quite impressive to me. 
FS: You're thinking about 3D printers, actually? 
TL: It's something that's on my mind. I just got something called the Eggbot. You can hold 
spheres in this thing and it's basically a plotter that can print on spherical surfaces or round 
surfaces. That's something I'd like to explore some more. I've made various balls with just my 
photographic panoramas glued onto them. But that could be used to trace an outline for 
something and then you could go in with pens or paints and add more detail. If you're trying to 
paint on a sphere, just paint and no photograph, laying out an outline is perhaps the hardest part. 
If you simplify it, it becomes much easier to make actual images on spheres. That would be fun 
to explore. 
PM: I'd like to come back to the folding. Following your existing aesthetic, the stiffness and the 
angles of the drawing are very beautiful. Is it important you, preserving the aesthetic of your 
programs, the widgets, the lines, the arrows... 
TL: I think the specific widgets, in the end, are not really important to me at all. It's more just 
producing an actual effect. So if there is some better way, more efficient way, more adaptable 
way to produce some effect, then it's better to just completely abandon what doesn't work and 
make something that's new, that actually does work. Especially with multitouch stuff, a lot of old 
widgets make no more sense. You have to deal with a lot of other kinds of things, so you need 
different controls. 
PM: It makes sense, but I was thinking about the visual effect. Maybe it's not Laidout if it's done 
in Qt. 
FS: Your visuals and drawings are very aesthetically precise. We're wondering about the 
aesthetics of the program, if it's something that might change in the future. 
TL: You mean would the quality of the work produced be changed by the tools? 
FS: That's an interesting question as well. But particularly the interface, it's very related to your 
drawings. There's a distinct quality. I was wondering how you feel about that, how the 



interaction with the program relates to the drawings themselves. 
TL: I think it just comes back to being very visually oriented. If you have to enter a lot of values 
in a bunch of slots in a table, that's not really a visual way to do it. Especially in my art work, it's 
totally visual. There's no other component to it. You draw things on the page and it shows up 
immediately. It's just very visual. Or if you make a sculpture, you start with this chunk of stuff 
and you have to transform it in some way and chop off this or sand that. It's still all very visual. 
When you sit down at a computer, computers are very powerful, but what I want to do is still 
very visually oriented. The question then becomes: how do you make an interface that retains 
the visual inputs, but that is restricted to the types of inputs computers need to have to talk to 
them? 
PM: The way someone sets up his workshop says a lot about his work. The way you made 
Laidout and how you set up its screen, it's important to define a spot in the space of the possible. 
LL: What is nice is that you made the visualisation so important. The windows and the rest of 
the interface is really simple, the attention is really focused on what's happening. It is not like 
shiny windows with shadows everywhere, you feel like you are not bothered by the machine. 
PM: At the same time, the way you draw the thickness of the line to define the page is a bit 
large. For me, these are choices, and I am very impressed because I never manage to make 
choices for my own programs. The programs you wrote, or George Williams, make a strong 
aesthetic assertion like: This is good. I can do this. I think that is really interesting. 
TL: Heavy page borders, that still comes down to the visual thing you end up with, is still the 
piece of paper so it is very important to find out where that page outline actually is. The more 
obvious it is, the better. 
PM: Yes, I think it makes sense. For a while now, I paid more attention than others in Scribus to 
these details like the shape of the button, the thickness of the lines, what pattern do you chose for 
the selection, etcetera.  I had a lot of feedback from users like: I want this, this is too big and at 
some point you want to please everybody and you don't make choices. I don't think that you are 
so busy with what others think. 
FS: Are there many other users of the program? 
TL: Not that I know of (laughter). I know that there is at least one other person that actually used 
it to produce a booklet. So I know that it is possible for someone other than myself to make 
things with it. I've gotten a couple of patches from people to not make it crash at various places 
but since Laidout is quite small, I can just not pay any attention to criticism. Partially because 
there isn't any, and I have particular motivations to make it work in a certain way and so it is 
easier to just go forward. 
PM: I think people that want to use your program are probably happy with this kind of 
visualisation. Because you wrote it alone, there is also a consistency across the program. It is not 
like Scribus, that has parts written by a lot of people so you can really recognize: this is Craig 
(Bradney), this is Andreas (Vox), this is Jean (Ghali), this myself. There is nothing to follow. 
TL: I remember Donald Knuth talking about TeX and he was saying that the entire program was 
written from scratch three times before its current incarnation. I am sympathetic to that style of 
programming. 
FS: Start again. 
PM: I think it is a good idea, to start again. To come back to a little detail. Is there a fileformat 
for your imposition tool, to store the imposition plan? Is it a text or a binary format? 
TL: It is text-based, an indented file format, sort of like Python. I did not want to use XML, 
every time I try to use XML there are all these greater than's and less than's. It is better than 
binary, but it is still a huge mess. When everything is indented like a tree, it is very easy to find 
things. The only problem is to always input tabs, not spaces. I have two different imposition 
types, basically, the flat-folding sheets and the three dimensional ones. The three dimensional 
one is a little more complicated. 
FS: If you read the file, do you know what you are folding? 



TL: Not exactly. It lists what folds exists. If you have a five by five grid, it will say "Fold along 
this line, over in such and such direction". What it actually translates to in the end, is not 
currently stored in the file. Once you are in Laidout you can export into a podofoimpose plan 
file. 
PM: Is this file just values, or are there keywords, is it like a text? 
TL: I try to make it pretty readable, like "trimright" or "trimleft". 
FS: Does it talk about turning pages? This I find beautiful in podofoimpose plans, you can 
almost follow the paper through the hands of the program. Turn now, flip backwards, turn again. 
It is an instruction for a dance. 
TL: Pretty much. 
PM: The text you can read in the podofoimpose plans was taken from what Ludi and me did by 
hand. One of us was folding the paper, and the other was writing it into the plan. I think a lot of 
the things we talk about, are putting things from the real world into the computer. But you are 
putting things from the computer into the real world. 
FS: Can you describe again these two types of imposition, the first one being very familiar to us. 
It must be the most frequently asked question on the Scribus mailinglist: "How to do 
imposition". Even the most popular search term on the OSP website is "Bookletprinting". But 
what is the difference with the plan for a 3D object? A classic imposition plan is also somehow 
about turning a flat surface into a three dimensional object? 
TL: It is almost translatable. I'm reworking the 3D version to be able to incorporate the flat 
folding. It is not quite there yet, the problem is the connection between the pages. Currently, in 
the 3D version, you have a shape that has a definitive form and that controls how things bleed 
across the edges. When you have a piece of paper for a normal imposition, the pages that are 
next to each other in the physical form are not necessarily related to each other at all in the 
actual piece of paper. Right now, the piece of paper you use for the 3D model is very defined, 
there is no flexibility. Give me a few months! 
FS: So it is very different actually. 
TL: It is a different approach. One person wanted to do flexagons, it is sort of like origami I 
guess, but it is not quite as complicated. You take a piece of paper, cut out a square and another 
square, and than you can fold it and you end up with a square that is actually made up of four 
different sections. Than you can take the middle section, and you get another page and you can 
keep folding in strange ways and you get different pages. Now the question becomes: how do 
you define that page, that is a collection of four different chunks of paper? I'm working on that! 
FS: We talk about the move from 2D to 3D as if these pages are empty. But you actually project 
images on them and I keep thinking about maps, transitional objects where physical space is 
projected on paper which then becomes a second real space and so on. Are you at all interested 
in maps? 
TL: A little bit. I don't really want to because it is such a well-explored field already. Already for 
many hundreds of years the problem is how do you represent a globe onto a more or less two 
dimensional surface. You have to figure out a way to make globe gores or other ways to project 
it and than glue it on to a ball for example. There is a lot of work done with that particular sort of 
imagery, but I don't know. 
PM: Too many people in the field!
TL: Yes. One thing that might be interesting to do though is when you have a ball that is a 
projection surface, then you can do more things, like overlays onto a map. If you want to 
simulate earthquakes for example. That would be entertaining. 
FS: And the panoramic images you make, do you use special equipment for this? 
TL: For the first couple that I made, I made this 30-sided polyhedron that you could mount a 
camera inside and it sat on a base in a particular way so you could get thirty chunks of images 
from a really cheap point and shoot camera. You do all that, and you have your thirty images and 
it is extremely laborious to take all these thirty images and line them up. That is why I made the 



3D portion of Laidout, it was to help me do that in an easier fashion. Since then I've got a 
fish-eyed lens which simplifies things quite considerably. Instead of spending ten hours on 
something, I can do it in ten minutes. I can take 6 shots, and one shot up, one shot down. In 
Hugin you can stitch them all together. 
FS: And the kinds of things you photograph? We saw the largest rodent on earth? How do you 
pick a spot for your images? 
TL: I am not really sure. I wonder around and than photograph whatever stands out. I guess 
some unusual configuration of architecture frequently or sometimes a really odd event, or a 
political protest sometimes. The trick with panoramas is to find an area where something is 
happening all over the globe. Normally, on sunny days, you take a picture and all your image is 
blank. As pretty as the blue sky is, there is not a lot going on there particularly. 
FS: Panoramic images are usually spherical or circular. Do you take certain images with a 
specific projection surface in mind? 
TL: To an extent. I take enough images. Once I have a whole bunch of images, the task is to 
select a particular image that goes with a particular shape. Like cubes there are few lines and it is 
convenient to line them up to an actual rectangular space like a room. The tetrahedron made out 
of cones, I made one of Mount St. Helens, because I thought it was an interesting way to put the 
two cones together. 
You mentioned three-D printers earlier, and one thing I would like to do is to extend the 
panoramic image to be more like a progression. For most panoramic images, the focal point is a 
single point in space. But when you walk along a trail, you might have a series of photographs 
all along. I think it could be an interesting work to produce, some kind of ellipsoidal shape with 
a panoramic image that flows along the trail. 
FS: Back to Laidout, and keeping with the physical and the digital. Would there be something 
like a digital papercut? 
TL: Not really. Maybe you can have an Arduino and a knife? 
FS: I was more imagining a well placed crash? 
TL: In a sense there is. In the imposition view, right now I just have a green bar to tell where the 
binding is. However when you do a lot of folds, you usually want to do a staple. But if you are 
stapling and there is not an actual fold there, than you are screwed. 
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